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Abstract
The work selected for this portfolio comprises two language-specific case studies
(‘Russian and Soviet loanwords and calques in the Czech lexicon since the beginning
of the twentieth century’ and ‘Češi a slovenština’ [The Czechs and the Slovak
language]), two publications on the critical reception of foreign vocabulary in Czech
(‘The legacy and limitations of Czech purism’ and Attitudes to lexical borrowing in
the Czech Republic), and a detailed article on the implications of naming practices
for perceptions of the self and others (‘The Czech-speaking lands, their peoples and
contact communities: titles, names and ethnonyms’). Extensive use is made of
original material, including two nationwide quantitative surveys conducted on my
behalf by the Public Opinion Research Centre of the Institute of Sociology of the
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (CVVM), and two small-scale
questionnaires carried out for me by Dr Miroslav Růžička of the Czech University of
Life Sciences (Prague), as well as a range of other empirical data, dictionaries,
encyclopaedias, electronic corpora, and additional sources of lexical and historical
information.
My commentary employs a thematic approach, which aims both to acquaint the
reader with the main findings of each of my publications, and to indicate the broad
direction of my output. Supplementary information is provided in the commentary,
where required, to contextualize and synthesize my arguments, to shed light on
recent scholarship in cognate fields, and to ensure narrative continuity. The ‘new’
knowledge thus complements and frames the discussion of my selected publications,
thereby helping to guide the reader through the exposition of my writings. The
principal unifying themes of the chosen pieces are their emphasis on (1) the role of
language in the national consciousness and self-perception, (2) the influence of
external forces on the shaping of the Czech lexicon, and people’s reactions to those
forces, (3) public perceptions of lexical borrowing, and (4) changing attitudes to the
notion of ‘foreign’, as reflected in the national idiom.
The commentary is divided into eight chapters, as listed in the Table of Contents.
My study begins with a general introduction to my academic background, and to the
content and themes of this thesis, as summarized above. Chapter 2 is based
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principally on my article ‘The legacy and limitations of Czech purism’, and provides
a combination of historical setting and statistical analysis. The next chapter presents
a résumé of the overall impact of foreign languages and cultures on the historical
development of Czech, with the aim of contextualizing the findings of subsequent
chapters. Chapter 4, which draws mainly on ‘Russian and Soviet loanwords and
calques in the Czech lexicon since the beginning of the twentieth century’, reevaluates the impact of Russian and ‘Soviet speak’ on the Czech lexicon. In chapter
5, I consider in detail the asymmetrical nature of Czech–Slovak language relations,
with reference to the views of over 1,400 informants interviewed for ‘Češi a
slovenština’ and Attitudes to lexical borrowing in the Czech Republic. Chapter 6
compares the results of my survey for the latter publication, referred to as
‘Perceptions’, with a series of other questionnaires, including Tejnor’s groundbreaking 1970 study of foreign words. ‘The Czech-speaking lands, their peoples and
contact communities: titles, names and ethnonyms’ provides the substance of much
of chapter 7, which focuses on the Czechs’ tendency to see themselves in terms of
opposition to outsiders, and on the depiction of ‘foreignness’ in the Czech lexicon.
The commentary concludes with a summary of my principal observations relating to
aspects of language contact and lexical borrowing in Czech, and to their implications
for the self and others. Taken collectively, the eight chapters provide a framework for
the discussion of my published work and for the thematic and conceptual links that
validate their consideration as a corpus of cognate research activity.
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1. Introduction to the author’s work and to this thesis

The peer-reviewed papers selected for this thesis represent the continuation of a
project which I began in earnest in the late 1990s, leading to the publication in 2000
of two studies on reflections of ideological values in the Czech lexicon.1 My interest
in the interpretation of changes in Czechoslovak society, however, dates back to the
early 1980s, when I was awarded a British Council studentship at Charles University,
Prague, followed by a scholarship from the University of Leeds to write a Masters
dissertation on the resistance of Czech writers to the imposition of socialist realism.2
The emphasis of my MA was on the relationship between the artist and the power
structures and strictures of the Communist state, and might nowadays be categorized
as a (new) historicist approach, as opposed to a text-based approach (or a variant
thereof, such as a formalist, structuralist or post-modernist analysis). My
preoccupation with the connections between culture and ideology was reflected in
much of my reading in the 1980s, which included journals such as Index on
Censorship, Proměny (Transitions) and Svědectví (Testimony), as well as a range of
historical studies of the post-1918 period.3 In recent years, my research specialism
has evolved from the manifestations of political change in literature to developments
in the lexicon. I have consequently become increasingly concerned with the Czechs’
perceptions of external influences on their language and, as a corollary, with the
centrality of the notion of ‘foreign’ in the collective consciousness.
All of my academic publications can be broadly subsumed under the heading of
‘language variation and change’ and, with one exception, they all have a clear
diachronic dimension.4 My writing deals much more with extralinguistic influences
and the socio-political implications of usage than with the language-internal factors
1 Tom Dickins, ‘Reflections of ideology in Slovník jazyka českého (1946–52)’, in Robert Pynsent
(ed.), The Phoney Peace (London, 2000), pp. 359–84, and ‘Changing ideologies in Slovník jazyka
českého (1937–52)’, Slavonica 7 (1), 2000, pp. 24–74.
2 Tom Dickins, ‘Critical responses to Socialist Realism in Czech literature: 1958–1969. A study of
selected works by Josef Škvorecký, Bohumil Hrabal and Milan Kundera’, M.A. thesis, (Leeds, 1983).
3 See, for example, Victor S. Mamatey & Radomír Luža (eds), A History of the Czechoslovak
Republic 1918–1948 (Princeton, 1973), and H. Gordon Skilling, Czechoslovakia’s Interrupted
Revolution (Princeton, 1976). Details of editorial teams, sub-titles, publishers, translators and dates
when webpages were accessed are provided in the bibliography.
4 The exception is Tom Dickins, ‘Prepositional vocalization in contemporary Czech’, The Slavonic
and East European Review (hereafter, SEER) 76 (2), 1998, pp. 201–33.
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discussed by semioticians such as Saussure and Peirce,5 but some attention is
inevitably paid to questions of semantics. Reference is made to a range of sources
pre-dating the struggles for the foundation of the Czechoslovak state in 1918,
although the main focus of my work is on lexical items from the second half of the
nineteenth century to the present day. This has been a period of unprecedented
political transition for the Czechs who have frequently defined themselves in terms
of opposition to others, and have often felt themselves to be, in the terminology of
one of Kundera’s characters, puppets (figury), rather than the authors (autoři) of their
own destiny.6
For this submission, I have chosen five pieces that clearly illustrate aspects of
language change and perceptions of outside influences. The body of work selected
consists of two language-specific case studies – ‘Russian and Soviet loanwords and
calques in the Czech lexicon since the beginning of the twentieth century’ (hereafter,
‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’) and ‘Češi a slovenština’ (The Czechs and
the Slovak language), which both draw on the results of questionnaires conducted on
my behalf by native speakers; two quantitative surveys of loanwords – ‘The legacy
and limitations of Czech purism’ and Attitudes to lexical borrowing in the Czech
Republic (hereafter, ‘Legacy and limitations’ and Attitudes), based on two different
sets of data collected for me; and a systematic study of the implications of naming
practices – ‘The Czech-speaking lands, their peoples and contact communities: titles,
names and ethnonyms’ (hereafter, ‘Czech titles’).7 In each of my studies, my own
original empirical material is augmented by the findings of other quantitative and
qualitative

surveys,

and

by

‘micro-linguistic’

analysis

of

dictionaries,

encyclopaedias, electronic corpora and numerous other sources of lexical and
historical information. The main contribution of my selected publications resides in
the detail, the examples cited and my positivist methodology, which distinguishes it
from exclusively interpretative means of investigation. The decision to concentrate

5 See especially Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in general linguistics (London, 1960), and Charles S.
Peirce, Collected papers: Volume V. Pragmatism and pragmaticism (Cambridge, MA, 1934).
6 See Milan Kundera, ‘Já truchlivý bůh’, in Směšné lásky (Prague, 1970), p. 9, originally published in
the first of three volumes, Směšné lásky (Prague, 1963).
7 For bibliographical details, see page 2. The findings of Attitudes are also summarized in Czech in
Tom Dickins, ‘Postoje k výpůjčkám v soudobé češtině’, Naše společnost 6 (1), 2008, pp. 14–28. The
technical specifications of my surveys are provided in the relevant publications.
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on lexical borrowing, rather than syntax, morphology or phonology, reflects the fact
that this is the area of historical linguistics which reveals most about the impact of
external forces on the development of Czech, as well as attitudes to the self and
others.
The commentary employs a thematic approach, which seeks to familiarize the
reader with the principal arguments of each of my chosen publications, to indicate
the progression of my thinking, and to accentuate the integrity of my work as a
corpus of cognate research activity. Additional information is provided, where
appropriate, to contextualize and synthesize my findings, to shed light on recent
scholarship, and to ensure narrative continuity. The ‘new’ knowledge thus frames
and supplements the discussion of my portfolio, but it does not represent a departure
from my stated interests. My commentary moves from historical background in
chapters 2 and 3 – language contact and perceptions in their diachronic perspective –
to the more specific in chapters 4 and 5 – linguistic relations with Russian and
Slovak speakers – to an overview in chapters 6 and 7 of interpretations and
representations of the foreign and the self, as reflected in the lexicon. Despite the
breadth of my designated output, the complementarity of the subject matter strongly
supports the exploration of common threads.
The principal unifying themes of the selected publications are their emphasis on
(1) the role of language in the national consciousness and self-perception, (2) the
influence of external forces on the shaping of the Czech lexicon, and people’s
reactions to those forces, (3) public perceptions of lexical borrowing, and (4)
changing attitudes to the notion of ‘foreign’, as reflected in the national idiom. The
study of Russian and Soviet neologisms, which itself complements one of my earlier
studies,8 re-evaluates the impact of the Russian-speaking world on Czech private and
public life. It broadly concludes that even educated Czechs are largely unaware of the
provenance of established Russian borrowings, except where lexical items relate
explicitly to Russian reality or to Soviet-style socialism, and that the use of
Russianisms is limited more by the nature and narrowness of the semantic domains
covered than by a distaste for Russian lexemes per se. ‘Češi a slovenština’, which
8 Tom Dickins, ‘Representations of Russian and Soviet society in standard Czech reference
dictionaries’, Central Europe 2 (2), 2004, pp. 133–59.
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draws on the evidence of over a thousand informants throughout the Czech Republic,
as well as secondary sources, highlights the asymmetrical nature of the relationship
between Czech and Slovak. Amongst its most important findings is that,
notwithstanding the decline in functional bilingualism amongst Czechs and Slovaks,
there remains a cultural-linguistic affinity between speakers of the two languages. All
three of my relevant attitudinal surveys on lexical borrowing confirm the Czechs’
enduring positive perceptions of things Slovak, and suggest that post-war antiGerman sentiment is diminishing. Some Czechs, it emerges, may still not feel
unambiguously enthusiastic about their erstwhile adversary and their language, but
young people, in particular, no longer see the Germans as a major threat. (See ‘Czech
titles’, p. 440, note 168.)
The question of German influence, which was the preoccupation of language
reformers during the late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century National Revival, is
touched upon in the two lexicological articles referred to in note 1, as well as in my
studies of Czech linguistic purism, borrowing and onomastics. The broader
contribution of German loanwords and calques to the development of the pretwentieth-century Czech lexicon has been documented in detail elsewhere, and
exceeds the scope of my current research.9 The increasingly pervasive impact of
English has also been considered to varying degrees by other scholars.10 Yet,
‘Perceptions’, which is cited extensively in Attitudes and is also referred to in ‘Češi a
slovenština’ and ‘Czech titles’, remains the most in-depth and comprehensive
nationwide survey of critical receptions of lexical borrowing since Tejnor’s ground9 See, for example, Robert Auty, ‘The role of purism in the development of the Slavonic literary
languages’, SEER 51 (124), 1973, pp. 335–43, George Thomas, ‘Problems in the study of migratory
loanwords in the Slavic languages’, Canadian Slavonic Papers 27 (3), 1985, pp. 307–25, ‘The Role of
Calques in the Early Czech Language Revival’, SEER 56 (4), 1978, pp. 481–504, and ‘Towards a
History of Modern Czech Purism’, SEER 74 (3), 1996, pp. 401–20, Tamás Tölgyesi, ‘Lexikální
germanismy v češtině’, PhD dissertation, (Piliscsaba, 2009), available at <http://mek.oszk.hu/08400/
08488/08488.pdf>, and Stefan Michael Newerkla, Sprachkontakte Deutsch – Tschechisch –
Slowakisch (Frankfurt am Main et al., 2004).
10 The most important empirical study of Anglicisms is Silke Gester, Anglizismen im Tschechischen
und im Deutschen (Frankfurt am Main et al., 2001), and První empirická recepce anglicismů v českém
jazyce (Olomouc, 2001). See also Ivana Bozděchová, Vliv angličtiny na češtinu, in František Daneš et
al. (eds), Český jazyk na přelomu tisíciletí (Prague, 1997), pp. 12–24, Jiří Rejzek, ‘K formální adaptaci
anglicismů’, Naše řeč 76 (1), 1993, pp. 26–30, Diana Svobodová, ‘Anglická a hybridní kompozita v
současné češtině a jejich adaptace’, Naše řeč 82 (3), 1999, pp. 122–26, ‘Anglické výrazy v českém
publicistickém stylu’, Naše řeč 79 (2), 1996, pp. 99–102, Internacionalizace současné české slovní
zásoby (Ostrava, 2007), and ‘Přejatá slova v češtině z pohledu uživatelů jazyka’, Český jazyk a
literatura 52 (7–8), 2001, pp. 170–78.
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breaking questionnaire from 1970.11
Despite the enormity of the changes that have occurred in Czech society,
Attitudes endorsed many of Tejnor’s findings, conducted at a time of broad
monocultural consensus. While roughly the same number of people (around 46%)
consider loanwords to be indispensable, there is still a strong sense that Czech
contains too many peripheral foreign terms, and that they are somehow eroding the
national culture. As Karel Oliva remarked in a recent interview, Czech is relatively
slow to adapt to borrowing: “Here [u nás – see chapter 7] foreign words have the
odour of strangeness and unpleasantness before they finally assert themselves”.12 A
similar distaste for foreign influences is evinced in ‘Czech titles’, which concludes,
inter alia, that many of the designations of people and places have implicitly
promoted the interests of the majority over those of minorities. The Herderian model
of language-culture-state, which has been emphasized by scholars from František
Palacký (1798–1876) to Albert Pražák (1880–1956), continues to inform perceptions
of reality, even though progressive public discourses about identity, and participation
in a larger community, have led to a more nuanced approach to foreignness.13
Outside the sphere of language, traditional enmities are gradually giving way to a
new dichotomy between those foreign influences which are perceived as neutral or
positive and those regarded as more malign. Havlík defines as ‘unproblematic’ near
neighbours, west Europeans, Americans and other peoples from developed capitalist
economies, but puts the former inhabitants of the ex-USSR, people from the Far East
and Roma in the ‘problematic’ camp.14

11 Antonín Tejnor, Cizí slova v českém jazyce (Prague, 1971), and Antonín Tejnor et al., ‘Přejatá slova
a veřejné mínění’, Naše řeč 55 (4), 1972, pp. 185–201.
12 Radka Říjmanová, ‘Na cizí slova si zvykáme pomaleji než větší národy’, Mladá fronta Dnes, 4
August 2011, p. A3.
13 See František Palacký, Dějiny národu českého w Čechách a w Moravě (Prague, 1848–1867),
originally published in German as Geschichte von Böhmen (1836–1867), and Albert Pražák, Národ se
bránil (Prague, 1945); also Tilman Berger, ‘Jazyk a národ’, in Walter Koschmal et al. (eds), Češi a
Němci: dějiny – kultura – politika (Prague & Litomyšl, 2001), pp. 131–35, and Kateřina Černá,
‘Czech–German Relationships and Identity in a Cross-border Region’, in Jenny Carl & Patrick
Stevenson (eds), Language, Discourse and Identity in Central Europe (Houndmills, Basingstoke,
2009), pp. 96–121.
14 Radomír Havlík, ‘Postoje k cizincům a menšinám ve světle sociologického výzkumu’, Paideia:
Philosophical E-Journal of Charles University 4 (1–2), 2007, pp. 1–8 (pp. 2–3). <http://userweb.pedf.
cuni.cz/paideia/download/havlik.pdf>.
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2. The role of language in the national consciousness

The sub-title of Pražák’s afore-mentioned study, Obrany národa a jazyka českého od
nejstarších dob po přítomnost (Apologias for the nation and the Czech language
from the earliest times to the present day), published just after the war, makes the
link between language and nationhood explicit.15 The immediate post-war years were
a time of heightened national sentiment for the Czechs, but Pražák’s work drew on a
much longer puristic tradition, with origins pre-dating the National Revival. The
search for a semi-mythical, idealized form of language, which is addressed in
‘Legacy and limitations’ and Attitudes, was vigorously pursued by a range of Czech
scholars from the second half of the seventeenth century to the 1930s. While
theoretically Czech purism did not discriminate between different languages, in
practice it was targeted principally against German influence.
Amongst the seventeenth-century scholars who shaped the development of
literary Czech were Jiří Konstanc (1607–1673), who popularized the image of the
whetstone (brus) and of the purist as a knife-grinder (brusič); Václav Jan Rosa
(c.1620–1689), who made a significant contribution to the theory and practice of
word formation; and Bohuslav Balbín (1621–1688), whose historical studies
included a defence of the Slavonic and, especially, the Bohemian tongue.16 The
desire for greater linguistic and cultural self-determination grew throughout the
National Revival, and ultimately contributed to demands for political independence.
Hroch has identified three distinct phases in the National Revival: Phase A – the
period of scholarly activity in the second half of the eighteenth century, Phase B –
the period of patriotic agitation in the first half of the nineteenth century, and Phase C
– the rise of a mass national movement in the second half of the nineteenth century.17
(See Attitudes, pp. 10–11.) Perhaps the most important of the Revivalists in the first
and second phases were Josef Dobrovský (1753–1829), whose reputation rests

15 Pražák, Národ se bránil. Important more recent studies relating to Czech nationalism include
Miroslav Hroch, Na prahu národní existence (Prague, 1999), Pavel Kosatík, České snění (Prague,
2010), and Vladimír Macura, Znamení zrodu (Prague, 1983).
16 See especially Jiří Konstanc, Lima lingvae Bohemicae: BRVS Gazyka Cžeského (Prague, 1667),
Václav J. Rosa, Čechořečnost seu grammatica linguae bohemicae (Prague, 1672), and Bohuslav
Balbín, Dissertatio apologetica pro lingua Slavonica, praecipue Bohemica (Prague, 1775).
17 Miroslav Hroch, Social Preconditions of National Revival in Europe (Cambridge, 1985), p. 61.
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primarily on his philological and historical studies, and Josef Jungmann (1773–
1847), whose work on language and literature included translations of major
European writers and a five-volume Czech-German dictionary, which significantly
extended the lexical repertoire of the written language.18 Of the later Awakeners,
pride of place goes to Palacký, who remains best known for his historical tomes,
which promoted the concept of a revitalized Bohemian kingdom, but who also made
some important contributions on onomastic themes.19 Palacký’s switch from a
narrowly defined Bohemian-based approach to one which fully embraced Moravia,
and his increasing tendency to define the essence of Czech history in terms of its
conflict with Germandom, symbolically reinforced the status of language as the
principal arbiter of national identity. (See ‘Czech titles’, pp. 403 and 406.)
The puristic cause was enthusiastically embraced in the second half of the
nineteenth century by a range of linguists, such as Jan Javůrek (1825–1912), but, as I
point out in ‘Legacy and limitations’ (p. 114), the accumulative effect of their a priori
conceptions was to impose constraints on self-expression and to render aspects of the
literary language archaic. Thomas has noted that the 1870s saw a particular increase
in publications dealing with the correctness of Czech, and that the question of purism
framed much of the linguistic debate for the next seventy years.20 Amongst the more
moderate scholars, who sought to avoid overt polemicization with the prescriptivists,
was Jan Gebauer (1838–1907), whose highly influential work on grammar stressed
the need for clarity and consistency.21
As I argue in Attitudes (p. 11), the impetus for purism was complex and multifaceted, and may have been informed by numerous not altogether coherently
conceived patriotic responses. Daneš distinguishes between two sets of attitudes to
language intervention: instrumental versus affective, and ethical versus traditional,

18 See especially Joseph Dobrowsky, Geschichte der Böhmischen Sprache und Literatur (Prague,
1792), and Josef Jungmann, Historie literatury české […] (Prague, 1849), first published in 1825, and
Slownjk českoněmecký (Prague, 1835–1839). Available at <http://www.slownjk.cz/>.
19 See František Palacký, ‘Rozbor etymologický místních jmen českoslovanských’, Časopis českého
muzea 8 (4), 1834, pp. 404–19, and Popis království […] (Prague, 1848).
20 Thomas, ‘Towards a History […]’, pp. 404–405.
21 See Jan Gebauer, Historická mluvnice jazyka českého. Hláskosloví (Prague–Vienna, 1894),
Tvarosloví – Skloňování (Prague–Vienna, 1896); Tvarosloví – Časování (Prague–Vienna, 1898);
Skladba (Prague, 1929).
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both of which include rational and non-rational motivations.22 According to Thomas,
non-rational motivations comprise aesthetic considerations (based on notions of the
uniqueness of the national culture), social or contextual factors, the role of national
consciousness (opposition to those elements of language which threaten its identity,
and the identity of the culture which it represents), and psychological impulses (the
need to protect the language from presumed internal or external threats). Rational
motivations consist of the intelligibility argument (borrowings may impair
comprehension), sociolinguistic functional criteria (the solidarity function, the
separating function and the prestige function), and structural arguments.23
The limitations of the puristic approach were clearly exposed in the 1920s by
members of the editorial board of the journal Naše řeč (founded in 1916): Josef
Zubatý (1855–1931), Václav Ertl (1875–1929) and Emil Smetánka (1875–1949).
However, the other original members of the board, Jaroslav Vlček (1860–1930) and
František Bílý (1854–1920), and the subsequent editor-in-chief from 1931 to 1948,
Jiří Haller (1896–1971), pursued a more prescriptive approach.24 As noted in ‘Legacy
and limitations’ (p. 114) and Attitudes (pp. 12–13), it was only in the early 1930s that
the Prague Linguistic Circle definitively asserted the legitimacy of functionally
necessary loanwords. Vilém Mathesius (1882–1945) and other members of the Circle
advocated language change on the basis of pružná stabilita (flexible stability), which
dismissed the antiquation of language.25 Although the threat of re-Germanization
vanished altogether after 1945, the puristic tradition arguably continued to exert
some influence on public perceptions throughout the socialist period (1948–1989).
The tendency until the 1990s for Czechs to eschew superfluous loanwords
resided in a combination of socio-political, generational and linguistic factors, which
are identified in ‘Legacy and limitations’ (p. 128 [Thomas]), Attitudes (pp. 13–14)
and ‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’ (pp. 596–97). First, in spite of the
22 František Daneš, ‘Dialektische Tendenzen in der Entwicklung der Literatursprache’, in Jürgen
Scharnhorst & Edgar Radtke (eds), Grundlagen der Sprachkultur, Part 1, (Berlin, 1982), pp. 92–113.
23 George Thomas, Linguistic Purism (New York, 1991), pp. 39–61.
24 See Thomas, ‘Towards a History […]’, pp. 412–13, and Zdenek Salzmann, ‘Foreign influences on
Czech as a measure of nationalism and internationalism’, Canadian Review of Studies in Nationalism
16 (1–2), 1989, pp. 63–77 (p. 65).
25 See especially Roman Jakobson, ‘O dnešním brusičství českém’, in Bohumil Havránek & Miloš
Weingart (eds), Spisovná čeština a jazyková kultura (Prague, 1932), pp. 85–122, and Vilém
Mathesius, ‘O potřebě stability ve spisovném jazyce’, in Vilém Mathesius, Čeština a obecný
jazykozpyt (Prague, 1947), pp. 415–35.
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strenuous efforts of the Communist authorities to promote the study of Russian, and
to present the Soviet Union as the political exemplar for Czechoslovakia, state
socialism was largely characterized by monocultural entrenchment. Most people had
little psychological or practical incentive to master Russian,26 and still less reason to
embrace ideologically motivated Russianisms. Moreover, restrictions on travel, and
lack of exposure to major western European languages (especially English, French
and Italian), perpetuated a sense of sociocultural homogeneity. Second, the
fundamentals of the Circle’s theories of jazyková kultura (language culture) erred on
the side of conservatism, in that they accepted the norms of spisovná čeština (literary
Czech) as the basis for language development.27 The opposition to attempts by Sgall,
Hronek and others to re-evaluate the status of obecná čeština (common colloquial
Czech), as discussed in my first academic publication, testifies to the rigidity of the
Czech linguistic establishment.28 Third, as proposed by Neustupný, the Czechs’
tendency to opt for indigenous morphemes may be more a reflection of the
typological profile of the language than of the influence of puristic sentiment.29
While it is possible, however, that historically the rules of Czech word formation
militated against borrowing from non-Slavonic languages, the current propensity to
adopt Anglicisms suggests that morphological and phonological constraints alone are
insufficient to resist the processes of internationalization and modernization.
The main body of ‘Legacy and limitations’, whose questionnaire served as a
pilot study for ‘Perceptions’, seeks to assess current views of loanwords by
comparing four sets of empirical data.30 It broadly concludes that, while attitudes to

26 Alexandr Stich, ‘Existuje u nás pocit ohrožení jazyka?’, Naše řeč 78 (2), 1995, pp. 61–73 (p. 64),
has described the results achieved in Russian teaching as ‘quite deplorable’.
27 For a critique of the Circle’s approaches, see Zdeněk Starý, ‘The Forbidden Fruit is the Most
Tempting or Why There is No Czech Sociolinguistics’, in Eva Eckert (ed.), Varieties of Czech: Studies
in Czech Sociolinguistics (Amsterdam- Atlanta, 1993), pp. 79–95 (p. 80).
28 Tom Dickins, ‘Linguistic varieties in Czech: problems of the spoken language’, Slavonica 1 (2),
1995, pp. 20–46. See, for example, Petr Sgall, ‘Obikhodno-razgovornyi cheshskii yazyk’, Voprosy
yazykoznaniya 9 (2), 1960, pp. 11–20, Jiří Hronek, Obecná čeština (Prague, 1972), Jiří Hronek & Petr
Sgall, ‘Sbližování spisovné a obecné češtiny’, Naše řeč 82 (4), 1999, pp. 184–91, and Petr Sgall & Jiří
Hronek, Čeština bez příkras (Jinočany, 1992).
29 J. V. Neustupný, ‘Language purism as a type of language correction’, in Björn H. Jernudd &
Michael J. Shapiro (eds), The Politics of Language Purism (Berlin, 1989), pp. 211–23 (pp. 214–15).
30 The other studies were by Tejnor and Gester (see notes 10 and 11), and Jiří Kraus, ‘Několik
poznámek k pocitu jazykového ohrožení’, Naše řeč 79 (1), 1996, pp. 1–9, and ‘Jaká je čeština v letech
devadesátých?’ in František Daneš et al., Český jazyk na přelomu tisíceletí (Prague, 1997), pp. 288–
92.
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borrowing are becoming more liberal, there is a discrepancy between speakers’
idealized perspectives and the reality of what they find acceptable. Most of the
informants expressed the opinion that foreign terms are sometimes overused, and that
the standards of both spoken and written Czech are deteriorating. The second part of
the study, however, illustrates that attempts by linguists to influence lexical usage
have tended to fall on deaf ears. Of 540 borrowed word forms defined as superfluous
by Bartoš and Zenkl, in two well-known Czech language manuals written about a
century ago, a majority remain in common use.31 Based on the authoritative corpusbased frequency dictionary of Czech, Frekvenční slovník češtiny (hereafter, FSČ),
176 (or 32.59%) of the expressions cited have an Average Reduced Frequency (ARF)
rank in the top 10,000; ninety-two (or 17.04%) appear in the top 5,000; seventy-five
(13.89%) occur in the top 4,000; fifty-four (10%) feature in the top 3,000; thirty-four
(6.3%) figure in the top 2,000, and eleven (2.04%) are found in the top 1,000.32 (See
‘Legacy and limitations’, pp. 127–28.)
Notwithstanding the discrepancy between people’s speculative perceptions of the
state of Czech and their everyday linguistic behaviour, language continues to be seen
as a defining feature of ethnocultural affiliation. As recorded in ‘Czech titles’ (p.
453), the most important determinants of Czechness specified in a survey of 1,700
informants in 1997, are a person’s ability to speak the language, and the extent to
which he or she feels Czech.33 The latter more or less assumes linguistic proficiency
as a prerequisite for the assimilation required to identify with the matrix population,
but the former does not automatically ensure the latter. Hence, fluent Czech-speaking
Roma and other minorities may generally be accorded the status of ‘non-Czechs’,
even though they enjoy Czech citizenship and may have little affinity with the
country of origin of their forebears. It is not by accident that I include Roma under
the heading of ‘“problematic” foreigners’ in ‘Czech titles’ (pp. 448–49); for this is
31 František Bartoš, Nová rukověť správné češtiny (Telč, 1901), pp. 159–70, and Petr Zenkl, Příručka
správné mateřštiny (Prague, 1916–1920), pp. 95–98 & 138–39.
32 František Čermák et al., Frekvenční slovník češtiny (Prague, 2004). Average reduced frequency,
according to Jaroslava Hlaváčová’s definition, FSČ, p. 15, is a measure of ‘intuitive commonness’
based both on the frequency of a word in the corpus and on its distribution within the corpus. See also
Petr Savický & Jaroslava Hlaváčová, ‘Measures of Word Commonness’, Journal of Quantitative
Linguistics 9 (3), 2002, pp. 215–31.
33 Alena Nedomová & Tomáš Kostelecký, ‘The Czech National Identity’, Czech Sociological Review
1, 1997, pp. 79–92 (p. 84). <http://sreview.soc.cas.cz/uploads/443020da8b2425f8ae88aae4 fd84d71b
874c987d_440_079NEKOS.pdf>.
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how they are perceived by a great many ethnic Czechs. Pape tells the sad story of a
little Roma girl who greeted the Czech victory in the ice-hockey final of the 1998
Winter Olympics in Nagano by chanting “Naši kluci vyhráli! Naši jsou mistři!” (Our
lads won! We’re the champions!), only to be informed by her fellow pupils that she
had no right to celebrate, as she was not Czech.34
As ‘Czech titles’ illustrates, the very concept of ‘nationality’ is far from
straightforward. Macura has noted that the problem of finding a universally
applicable definition has resulted in the creation of sub-categories, such as
Meinecke’s dichotomy between Kulturnation (a cultural nation) – the symbols of a
people’s cultural identity, and Staatsnation (a state nation), which is more closely
bound to the concept of citizenship.35 The statistically most frequently used term in
Czech, národnost, cited 2,105 times in all cases in the balanced reference corpus of
written Czech, SYN2010, comprising 100 million words, relates specifically to ethnic
grouping rather than statehood.36 By contrast, státní příslušnost (literally ‘state
affiliation’), which perhaps corresponds more closely to the modern western
understanding of ‘nationality’ based on citizenship, occurs just 146 times.
Národnost serves principally to differentiate ethnic Czechs from other ethnies,
such as Germans and Roma, but it may also refer to the three indigenous ‘Czech’
peoples – the Bohemians, Moravians and Silesians. The situation is further
complicated by the polysemous nature of Češi (Czechs/Bohemians), which functions
both as a hypernym and as a co-hyponym of Moravané (Moravians) and Slezané
(Silesians), as discussed in ‘Czech titles’ (p. 421). The fact that, historically, Češi
likewise quite often subsumed Slovaks, as evidenced by Masaryk’s repeated
references before 1918 to the Slovaks as ‘Czechs’,37 and the tendency for Moravané
to incorporate Slezané, represent additional layers of complexity in an already
ethnically stratified picture.
At the time of the foundation of the Czechoslovak Republic, Czech opposition to
34 Iveta Pape, ‘Jak pracovat s romskými žáky: Příručka pro učitele a asistenty pedagogů’, Slovo 21,
2007, pp. 3–57 (p. 23). <http://www.internetovekluby.cz/LinkClick.aspx? link=prirucka_jak_pracovat
_s_romskymi_zaky_text_web.pdf&tabid=418>.
35 Macura, Znamení zrodu, p. 178.
36 Český národní korpus, Prague, 2000–2010. <http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz>. All the figures for citations
from the Czech National Corpus (ČNK) also include examples with initial capital letters.
37 Tomáš Masaryk (1850–1937; president of Czechoslovakia, 1918–1937); see, for example, Kosatík,
České snění, p. 26 (note 40) & p. 28 (note 42).
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the German-speaking world, and Slovak opposition to Hungarian rule, promoted
unity through adversity. The creation of the new state met the short-term goals of
both peoples. As Bakke puts it, “The Czech national leaders wanted to include
Slovakia in order to be numerically stronger against the large German minority in the
historical Czech lands, and the Slovak national leaders preferred a Czechoslovak
state to the alternative, which was to remain under Hungarian rule.”38 Yet, not only
did none of the Czechs’ and Slovaks’ immediate neighbours, apart from Romania,
endorse the state,39 but the coincidence of Czech and Slovak short-term interests did
not lead to a merger in ethnic identity. For all the similarities and contacts between
the two peoples, the primary affiliation of most Czechs and Slovaks was to the
language and culture of their own land(s), as illustrated in ‘Češi a slovenština’.
Pynsent uses Anthony Smith’s model to explain the creation of the Czech and
Slovak nations, and concludes that at first sight the Czechs appear to be “an
aristocratic ethnie which took the bureaucratic route” and the Slovaks “a demotic
ethnie which took the cultural revolutionary route”. However, as Pynsent points out,
this interpretation denies the role of the Great Moravian Empire in Slovak history,
and dismisses the idea that during the National Revival the Czechs adopted an
artificially cultivated literary language which was rooted in the medieval past.40 The
principal justification for Slovak nationhood is their existence as part of a Slav state
which pre-dated Magyar dominion, while Czech national identity is predicated on the
rejection of German aristocracy and the promotion of the demotic myth. My own
work, especially ‘Czech titles’ (p. 431), acknowledges the importance accorded in
national mythopoeia to the role of ordinary people. (See also chapter 7.)

38 Elizabeth Bakke, ‘The Making of Czechoslovakism in the First Czechoslovak Republic’, in Martin
Schulze Wessel (ed.), Loyalitäten in der Tschechoslowakischen Republik 1918–1938 (Munich, 2004),
pp. 23–44 (p. 25).
39 See, for example, Michal Pehr, Zápas o nové Československo 1939–1946 (Prague, 2011), p. 15.
40 Robert B. Pynsent, Questions of Identity (London, 1994), pp. 156–90 (p. 157), draws on Anthony
D. Smith, ‘Origin of Nation’, Times Higher Education Supplement, 8 January 1993, pp.15-16, which
is a distilled version of The Ethnic Origins of Nations (Oxford, 1986).
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3. The influence of external forces on the shaping of the Czech lexicon
The objective of this chapter is to present a résumé of the overall impact of foreign
languages and cultures on the historical development of Czech, with a view to
contextualizing my language-specific case studies in chapters 4 and 5, and my
discussion of attitudes to the ‘foreign’ in chapters 6 and 7. As the broader
background to contact with other languages is only touched upon in my publications,
greater consideration is given here than elsewhere to supplementary academic
sources. Unless specifically stated, the material below is substantially ‘new’.
Czech has seven principal foreign lexifiers: Ancient Greek, Latin, German,
English, French, Italian and Russian, of which the last forms the basis of the case
study in chapter 4. The Czech lexicon has also been significantly influenced by other
Slavonic tongues, such as Slovak and Polish, and contains a number of loanwords
from non-cognate languages, including Hungarian, Turkish, Arabic, Hebrew, Chinese
and Japanese.41 Given that so many of the lexical borrowings from modern European
languages have their origins in Latin (which may in turn have their roots in or
include elements of Greek), the concept of a lexifier is understood in my work not
etymologically, but in the sense of the primary linguistic donor. Thus, for example,
kombajn (combine harvester) is treated as a Russianism in ‘Twentieth-century
Russian loanwords’ (p. 627), although it can be traced back to Latin, via English and
Old French: Czech kombajn < Russian (1920s/1930s) kombain < modern English
combine < late Middle English < Old French combiner or late Latin combinare (‘join
two by two’) < com- (‘together’) + Latin bini (‘two together’).42
Unfortunately, there is no really satisfactory general classification of language
borrowing. Gómez Capuz has, however, narrowed the diversity down to four basic
types: (1) classifications according to the relationship between languages (in
Bloomfield’s schema, ‘cultural borrowing’ – foreign terms relating to realities from
different cultures, and ‘intimate borrowing’ – expressions adopted from a more
powerful language within a given speech community), (2) hierarchical classifications
(borrowing between national languages and Bloomfield’s ‘dialect borrowing’), (3)
41 See, for example, Přemysl Hauser, Nauka o slovní zásobě (Prague, 1980), pp. 56–57.
42 See Larissa Ryazanova-Clarke & Terence Wade, The Russian Language Today (London, 1999), p.
19, and Catherine Soanes & Angus Stevenson, Oxford Dictionary of English (Oxford, 2005).
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formal classifications based on the extent to which modification occurs in the source
language; as in the nineteenth-century German distinction between Lehnwort
(loanword) and Fremdwort (foreign word), systematized and developed by Betz, but
also between Weinreich’s and Haugen’s ‘importation’ (straight loanword),
‘substitution’ (loan-translation, loanshift), and ‘loanblends’/‘hybrids’ (a mingling of
the two means), and (4) classifications according to the level of the target/receiving
language affected by interference, devised by Drabelnet, and modified by Meney.43
Czech theoretically observes a bifurcate distinction between Fremdwörter (cizí
slova) (foreign words which are phonologically, morphologically or orthographically
alien, or which exhibit the semantic characteristics of ‘cultural borrowing’) and
Lehnwörter (přejatá slova, výpůjčky) (loanwords which have been largely
assimilated). In practice, however, the distinction is fuzzy, and the different terms for
the adopted words often overlap. The standard Czech reference dictionary Slovník
spisovného jazyka českého (hereafter, SSJČ) defines cizí slovo as ‘[a word] from
another language milieu’, výpůjčka as ‘a borrowed [literally “crossed-over”] word
[přejaté slovo]’ and přejaté slovo as ‘emanating from a foreign language, but used in
a person’s native language’.44 This definition omits reference to the idea that cizí
slova are automatically outside the mainstream Czech lexicon, and possibly implies
that both categories belong on the same semantic continuum, rather than being
mutually exclusive. Cizí slovo would appear to encompass a broader range of
designations, which span from lexical exoticisms or ‘xenismes’, in Guilbert’s
terminology, such as impíčment/impeachment, to everyday words whose foreign
provenance is no longer immediately discernible, including klub (club) and knedlík
(dumpling), but not to fully naturalized expressions such as škola (school).45
Výpůjčka and přejaté slovo, on the other hand, implicitly exclude both the lexical
exoticisms and naturalized words. Put simply, on the basis of the dictionary
definition, přejatá slova are always cizí slova, but not all cizí slova are přejatá slova.
My publications embrace all the concepts of borrowing subsumed under the
43 Juan Gómez Capuz, ‘Towards a Typological Classification of Linguistic Borrowing (Illustrated
with Anglicisms in Romance Languages)’, Revista Alicantina de Estudios Ingleses 10, 1997, pp. 81–
94 (pp. 82–83). Details of the publications cited are given in the bibliography.
44 Bohuslav Havránek et al., Slovník spisovného jazyka českého (Prague, 1960–1971), Vol. 1.
45 Louis Guilbert, La créativité lexicale (Paris, 1975). Věra Petráčková et al., Akademický slovník
cizích slov (Prague, 1998) list impeachment, klub and knedlík, but not škola.
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dictionary definition of cizí slovo, but largely avoid consideration of fully integrated
(etymological) loanwords, such as škola. In keeping with the ‘perceptionist’ approach
of Tejnor and Gester, I tend to differentiate between lexical imports more on the basis
of their semantic domains and their donor language than on their typology or
morphophonological adaptation. I also refer specifically to the sociolinguistic
motives for borrowing, which have been summarized by McMahon under the
headings of (1) practical necessity (‘cultural borrowing’), and (2) social factors
(‘perceptions of prestige’).46
Excluding Greek and Latin, German was by some margin the major foreign
source of vocabulary until 1918; with French occupying second place, and English
increasingly prevalent in sport and technological innovation. The decline of German
influence during the National Revival particularly affected spisovná čeština, with the
result that many loanwords, such as fest (tight, hard) and štafle (stepladder), have
become restricted to colloquial usage. Even some of those Germanisms that have
continued to coexist with Czech equivalents have now been largely replaced by
English synonyms; for instance, tým (team) for mančaft (German Mannschaft; Czech
mužstvo).47 In SYN2010, the number of citations for each expression, including
derivatives, is: tým/týmový 31,444, mužstvo 5,912, mančaft/manšaft 346. However,
for all the German borrowings that have been marginalized or have disappeared,
there are hundreds more which have been fully assimilated, such as cíl (< Ziel) (aim)
and křída (< Kreide) (chalk). German influence has also proven enduring in other
areas of language, including syntax (co to je za …? < was für ein(e)… ist das? [what
sort of … is it?]), phraseology (to jsou ale věci < das sind aber so Sachen [that’s the
way things are, damn it]) and word formation (abstract nouns ending in –ismus).
The Romance languages similarly played a significant role in the development of
pre-1918 Czech. French influence is particularly evident in the semantic domains of
fashion and cosmetics (blůza [blouse], parfém [perfume]), diplomacy (ambasáda
[embassy], atašé/ataše [attaché]), cuisine (omeleta [omelette], žampión [button
mushroom]) and the arts (žánr [genre], impresionismus [impressionism]). Italian has
left its mark principally on musical terminology (adagio, tenor), but has also
46 April M. S. McMahon, Understanding Language Change (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 201–202.
47 See Tölgyesi, ‘Lexikální germanismy v češtině’, p. 352.
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contributed to terms for food and drink (salám [salami], zázvor [ginger]) and moneyrelated matters (banka [bank], konto [account]). Amongst the most common Spanish
loanwords are armáda (army) and kokos (coconut), while Portuguese has donated
zebra.
According to Dvořáček, in a four-part article, the influence of French grew after
1918 as a result of increased political and cultural contacts, including translations of
French works into Czech. He cites, amongst other examples, the phrase máte špatné
vzezření (< vous avez [une] mauvaise mine) (you look bad).48 However, the role of
French appears to have been dramatically affected by the 1938 Munich Agreement
(tellingly dubbed Mnichovský diktát [Munich Diktat], Mnichovská zrada [Munich
Betrayal] and zrada spojenců/západu [betrayal by the allies/the west]), which
became a symbol of Czech national humiliation. It is not possible to prove a
counterfactual such as ‘without the Munich Crisis, the Czechs would have adopted
more French neologisms’, but Jelínek has noted that the Agreement led to a
concerted campaign against loanwords, especially Gallicisms.49
Despite the enforced Germanization of Czech society during the occupation, the
war itself did not leave a lasting impression on the Czech lexicon. Practically all the
German-based neologisms of the time are now confined to the status of historicisms;
for instance, gestapák (member of the Gestapo) and totální nasazení (Totaleinsatz;
‘total deployment’). Moreover, words banned by the Nazi authorities were quickly
reclaimed, including strojvůdce (train driver), which was deemed unacceptable under
the Protectorate because vůdce with a capital ‘V’ denoted the Führer. Only a few
phrases, such as the calque být plně vytížen < voll ausgelastet sein (to be fully
exploited), whose Nazi associations are no longer widely known, have survived to
this day.50
The contribution of English to the Czech lexicon began in earnest at the start of
the twentieth century. Amongst the various Anglicisms popularized at the time were
volejbal (volleyball) and trolejbus (trolleybus). In the post-war period, English

48 Jaroslav Dvořáček, ‘Nejčastější galicismy v novočeské skladbě’, Naše řeč 16 (3), 1932, pp. 65–71
(p. 66); 16 (4), 1932, pp. 97–103; 16 (5), 1932, pp. 129–37; 16 (6), 1932, pp. 161–68.
49 Milan Jelínek, ‘Purismus’, in Jana Pleskalová et al. (eds), Kapitoly z dějin české jazykovědné
bohemistiky (Prague, 2007), pp. 540–72 (p. 542).
50 See Dušan Šlosar, Tisíciletá (Prague, 1990), p. 86.
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influence was suppressed, but neologisms such as nylonky/najlonky (nylon stockings)
and kečup (ketchup) still found their way into the Czech lexicon. Following
increased exposure to the Anglophone world in the 1960s, the Czechoslovak
authorities sought to reassert a degree of covert control over lexical usage in the
1970s, as evidenced by the preference given to the loan translation párek v rohlíku
over hot dog, and the promotion in the media of házená for handbal (handball) and
odbíjená for volejbal.51 Other areas where English was prominent before 1989
included popular culture (džez/jazz, hit), cinema and television (film, dabovat [to
dub]) and technology (buldozer [bulldozer], radar).
The reorientation of Czechoslovakia towards the Russian-speaking world after
the war perhaps surprisingly did not lead to a dramatic shift in the overall balance of
foreign words in Czech, although it did have a profound effect on Czech stylistically,
semantically, structurally and conceptually. A study by Těšitelová, cited in
‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’ (pp. 634–35), which drew mainly on
research from the 1980s, found that of the 10,000 most common Czech words, 523
were derived directly from Latin, 288 from Greek, 171 from German, 152 from
French, thirty-six from Italian, thirty from English, and just ten from Russian. 52
Poštolková et al. refer in a publication written in 1983 to a survey of 2,560 one-word
technical terms, including 35.15% based on foreign morphemes, of which 59.51%
were from Latin or Greek, 17.25% from French, 7.63% from English, 6.75% from
German, and 2.53% from Italian.53
The German contribution to the Czech lexicon since the war has been mainly
confined to German and Austrian realities, including gastarbajtr/gastarbeiter and
přecizení (foreign infiltration [of Austrian society]) – a calque based on
Überfremdung. Words from the Romance languages have similarly fallen largely into
the category of ‘cultural borrowing’. Most of the French and Italian expressions that
have recently entered or consolidated their presence in the lexicon relate to culinary
themes, including crêperie/creperie and preso. Since 1989, Czech has also adopted a

51 All the examples cited here are from Marek Nekula, ‘Anglicismy v češtině’, in Wolfgang Viereck
et al., Atlas anglického jazyka (Prague, 2004), pp. 259–94 (p. 263).
52 Marie Těšitelová, ‘O přejatých slovech v češtině z hlediska kvantitativního’, Slovo a slovesnost 51
(2), 1990, pp. 111–23 (p. 112).
53 Běla Poštolková et al., O české terminologii (Prague, 1983), p. 58.
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considerable number of internationally recognized terms from oriental languages,
especially Japanese, including karaoke and shiatsu/šiacu (massage therapy).54
Whereas orientalisms are conspicuous by their morphology, phonology and
orthography, Slovak expressions usually fit seamlessly into the Czech lexicon. The
transfer of words from Slovak to Czech and, more commonly, Czech to Slovak, is a
prima facie example of ‘dialect borrowing’, although, for the reasons discussed in
chapter 5, it may not always have been presented as such.55 Amongst the Slovakisms
used in contemporary Czech media, as cited by Musilová, are nad ránem (by
morning) and namyšlený (conceited).56 (See ‘Češi a slovenština’, p. 15.)
The most striking feature of the post-1989 lexicon is the number of English
borrowings, which massively exceed the combined total of all other new loanwords.
Most of the Anglicisms that have been introduced have served to fill lexical gaps,
although some, such as power play (for přesilová hra), would seem surplus to
requirement. English has been particularly prolific as a lexical donor in areas such as
technology (dévédéčko/dývídýčko

[DVD],

spam),

business

and

economics

(benchmarking, merchandising) and pastimes (aerobika [aerobics], skateboarding),
but it has also contributed to countless other domains. It has likewise extended the
use of internationalisms of Latin-Greek and Latin-French origin (adaptovat [to
adapt], dramatický [dramatic]),57 and has had an impact on phraseology (mějte hezký
den [have a nice day]). Amongst the doublets considered in Attitudes (p. 40) which
include functionally redundant English borrowings are kulturistika and bodybuilding,
and vědecko-fantastický and sci-fi.
Crystal attributes the rise in English as a global language to a combination of
political (military), technological, economic and cultural power.58 In the Czech
context, English alone combines popularity, prestige and accessibility with a
usefulness which traverses international boundaries and transcends broader
ideological considerations. The cultural capital of English is enhanced by its role as
54 See Olga Martincová et al., Nová slova v češtině. Slovník neologizmů (Prague, 1988) and Nová
slova v češtině. Slovník neologizmů 2 (Prague, 2004).
55 See Bloomfield, Language, p. 444.
56 Květoslava Musilová, ‘Slovakismy v současné češtině’, in Oldřich Uličný (ed.), Sborník prací z
mezinárodní vědecké konference „Eurolitteraria & Eurolingua“ (Liberec, 2005), pp. 261–66.
57 See Nekula, ‘Anglicismy v češtině’, p. 262.
58 See, for example, David Crystal, ‘The past, present and future of World English’, in Andreas Gardt
& Bernd Hüppauf (eds), Globalization and the future of German (Berlin, 2004), pp. 27–46 (p. 30).
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the first foreign language in school, and by the absence of a history of real enmity
with the English-speaking world. My own empirical studies confirm the Czechs’
positive perception of English. (See especially Attitudes, pp. 27–30.) Further
consideration is given in chapter 6 to the influence of English, but it is to the less
well documented case of Russian that the commentary now turns.
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4. The contribution of Russian to the Czech lexicon

The role of Russian in the development of Czech vocabulary is not generally
appreciated, because Slavonic borrowings fit easily into the morphophonological
structure of Czech.59 The assumption amongst many Czechs is that the Russian
contribution is confined mainly to Russian and Soviet phenomena (vodka; kulak),
and to Soviet-imposed realities (kolektivizace [collectivization]). Yet, Russian
influence has, in fact, been more wide-ranging. ‘Twentieth-century Russian
loanwords’, which provides the substance of this chapter, is thus far the only study to
look at the full scope of post-nineteenth-century borrowing and to subject it to
empirical methods of investigation. There have been three distinct periods when
Russian has added noticeably to the broader Czech lexicon: (1) from the end of the
eighteenth century to the late nineteenth century (which is largely beyond the remit
of my work), (2) during the First World War, and (3) after 1917 and, more especially,
between 1945 and 1989.
Pre-twentieth-century (non-cultural) naturalized borrowings, such as chrabrý
(brave) and vkus (taste), were often introduced or popularized in a spirit of panSlavonic acculturation, and are usually mistakenly believed to be from an older form
of Czech.60 The second major wave of Russianisms was attributable to the so-called
‘Russian Legions’ (a disparate body of around 70,000 Czech and Slovak soldiers in
Ukraine and Russia during the Great War).61 Most of the legionaries became
disabused of the idea of a Russian-led Slav brotherhood, but they nonetheless
adopted a series of neologisms from Russian, including some which have become
fixed in the lexicon, such as komandovat (to command) and protivník (adversary). 62
After the 1917 Russian Revolution, Soviet lexical exoticisms, including komisař
59 For a discussion of adaptation processes, see Karel Hausenblas & Jaroslav Kuchař (principal eds),
Čeština za školou (Prague, 1979), p. 271.
60 For further information and other examples, see G. A. Lilich, Rol’ russkogo yazyka v razvitii
slovarnogo sostava cheshskogo literaturnogo yazyka (konets XVIII – nachalo XIX veka) (Leningrad,
1982), and Vladimír Šmilauer, ‘Ruské vlivy na češtinu’, Naše řeč 25 (3), 1941, pp. 65–69.
61 See, for example, John F. N. Bradley, The Czechoslovak Legion in Russia, 1914–1920 (New York,
1991), pp. 14 & 156, and Karel Pychlík, Bez legend (Prague, 1991).
62 See, for instance, Jan Balhar, ‘Rusismy v češtině po Velké říjnové socialistické revoluci do r.
1945’, Universitas 5, 1985, pp. 31–33, and Igor Němec, ‘Česká slova odboje’, Slovo a slovesnost 61
(4), 2000, pp. 257–75, and ‘Jazyk československých legií v Rusku’, Historie a vojenství 40, 1991, pp.
25–39.
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([people’s] commissar) and kolchoz (kolkhoz), also found their way into Czech
vocabulary, but it was not until 1945 that ideologically motivated terms asserted
themselves outside left-wing circles.
Following the Communist takeover in 1948, the number of Russianisms
increased, but not to the extent that they dramatically reshaped the Czech lexicon. As
Daneš puts it, “the influence of Russian on Czech during the Communist regime and
oppression was surprisingly not significant (its impact was greatest in the field of
political organization and ideology, inconsiderable in specialist and scientific
vocabulary, and minimal in everyday communication).”63 (See ‘Twentieth-century
Russian loanwords’, pp. 595–96.) Only in careless translations of Russian was the
effect of Russian more insidious, as observed by Kuchař in a surprisingly candid
critique of the journal Týdeník aktualit, published in 1978.64 By contrast, the ‘Soviet
language’, as Heller has termed it, which was actively promoted by the powers of
state, informed all aspects of public discourse. ‘Soviet speak’ had a particularly
profound effect on official naming practices, especially ergonyms (the titles of
establishments and enterprises, such as Závody Vladimíra Iljiče Lenina [The
Vladimir Ilich Lenin Works]), hodonyms (streets and squares, such as Stalinova
[Stalin Street]) and oikonyms (buildings, such as kulturní dům [house of culture]).65
In ‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’, I consider all the major classes of
post-nineteenth-century borrowing, and supplement my findings with data from my
questionnaire (summarized on pp. 637–38), which investigated both people’s
understanding of, and attitudes to, Russianisms. I identify six principal types of
borrowing which have influenced the development of the Czech lexicon since the
beginning of the twentieth century: (1) Russian and Soviet terms which underwent
little or no semantic change (for example, bezprizorný [homeless]), (2) semantic
extensions to existing Czech lexical items, based on the Russian model (distribuce
[Russian: raspredelenie, distribution > internal market]), (3) loan translations
(kosmická loď [Russian kosmicheskii korabl’, space ship]) and part-loans, partcalques (všesvazový [Russian vsesoyuznyi, all-union]), (4) loan transfers (freer or
63 František Daneš, ‘Situace a celkový stav dnešní češtiny’, in František Daneš et al., Český jazyk na
přelomu tisíceletí (Prague, 1997), pp. 12–24 (pp. 19–20).
64 Jaroslav Kuchař, ‘Rozbor jazyka Týdeníku aktualit’, Naše řeč 61 (2), 1978, pp. 89–100.
65 See Mikhail Heller, Cogs in the Soviet Wheel (London, 1988).
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partial translations) (nadplán [Russian: sverkhplanovaya produktsia, production
above the plan]), (5) lexical analogies (terms adopted through contact with Russian
or Soviet society, but with no direct reference to the Russian language) (Gottwaldův
řád [the Order of Gottwald;66 cf. Russian: Orden Lenina – the Order of Lenin]), and
(6) ‘cultural borrowing’ (dům oddechu [house of rest]) (pp. 600–601).
‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’ begins with an introduction to pre-Soviet
lexical borrowings. It asserts, on the basis of detailed analysis of dictionary entries,
that many of the general referents relate to Russian folklore, literature, music and
dance; titles and descriptions of people; religion; and food and drink. The descriptors
which reveal most about socio-political change are those that have been susceptible
to semantic broadening, such as bolševik (bolshevik > the Communist Party,
government and state structures [especially since 1989]) and činovník (high-ranking
official in tsarist times > functionary [under Communism] > official [under
capitalism]). To take the example of činovník – it was cited 355 times in SYN2000,
but is found just 201 times in SYN2010, thereby possibly confirming my informants’
impression that it was becoming old-fashioned.
Amongst the points which I accentuate in my study is the extent to which the
interpretation of words has changed according to the nature of the regime in power.
For instance, the definition of bolševictví (later bolševismus) (Bolshevism) in
Masarykův slovník naučný (1925) was unambiguously critical: ‘a revolutionary
social movement which seeks to change social and economic order through usurping
power, the dictatorship of the proletariat, and the violent expropriation of property.’67
By way of comparison, it was defined in the first edition of Slovník spisovné češtiny
pro školu a veřejnost (1978) merely as ‘the Leninist direction in Russian social
democracy, Leninism’.68 Communist-period publications consistently followed the
official Kremlin line in all aspects relating to the establishment of Soviet power. For
example, SSJČ (1960) defines menševik (menshevik) as: ‘a member or supporter of
an opportunistic faction of the Russian Social Democrat Party after its split in 1903’.
In the next part of the article, I focus on the linguistic legacy of the First World
66 Klement Gottwald (1896–1953; President of Czechoslovakia, 1948–1953)
67 Jan Dvořáček et al., Masarykův slovník naučný (Prague, 1925–1933), Vol. 1.
68 Josef Filipec & František Daneš (principal eds), Slovník spisovné češtiny pro školu a veřejnost
(Prague, 1978).
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War and the Russian Revolution. Once again, interpretations of this period have
varied significantly since 1918, with the dictionary definitions from the Communist
era perpetuating a Manichean opposition between good and bad. Amongst the
manifold enemies of the Soviet state were the kulaks, as evidenced in the illustration
of kulactvo v SSSR (the kulaks in the USSR) in Příruční slovník naučný (1963)
(hereafter, PSN): ‘At the time of the Civil War, 1918–1920, the kulaks, who had
significant supplies of food, tried to starve out the young Soviet Republic’.69
Several of the terms relating to the Russian revolution and the civil war,
including

krásnoarmějec/rudoarmějec

(member

of

the

Red

Army)

and

gvardějec/krasnogvardějec (member of the Red Guard), were originally regarded as
legionary slang. This area of language, which constituted a specific, semi-ironic
sociolect, and was popularized by legionary fiction, had a far greater effect on the
Czech lexicon than was officially acknowledged between 1938 and 1989.70 The
German occupation forces sought to write the legionaries out of history altogether,
while the post-war Czechoslovak authorities acknowledged their existence, but
increasingly played down their political and lexical contribution. The official line
after 1948, as expressed in PSN (1963), was that ‘the majority of the legionaries [...]
took part in the Civil War in Russia on the side of the counter-revolutionaries’. Little
or no mention was made of their role in the foundation of the Czechoslovak state,
and referents which had been immortalized in the historiography of the First
Republic, such as bitva u Zborova (Battle of Zborov) and sibiřská anabase (the
Siberian Anabasis), became little more than marginalia. It is only since 1989 that the
role of the legionaries has been fully recognized once again.71
The main purpose of the ‘legionisms’ in literature was to provide local
coloration, as evidenced by the use of exoticisms such as rubaška (battledress
blouse) and válenky (high felt boots). Many of the terms adopted were functionally
superfluous; for example, near-identical Russianisms (dobrovolci [volunteers] for
dobrovolníci), semantically related loanwords (drug [friend] [Czech druh =

69 Vladimír Procházka (principal ed.), Příruční slovník naučný (Prague, 1962–1966), Vol. 2.
70 The role of the legionary writers, especially Hašek, is discussed by Mikoláš Zatovkaňuk, ‘Haškovy
rusismy v Osudech dobrého vojáka Švejka’, Naše řeč 64 (3), 1981, pp. 124–32.
71 See, for example, Victor Miroslav Fic, Československé legie v Rusku a boj za vznik Československa
1914–1918 (Prague, 2006–2008).
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companion]), morphological false friends (úžasný [awful] [Czech = amazing],
žalování [soldier’s pay] [Czech = sneaking]) and phonological anachronisms (pašol
[shove off] with final-syllable stress). Others were motivated by humour: gramotnej
(literate [person]), used to depict a soldier who avoided front-line action, and rváč
(literally: ‘thug’) < Russian vrach (doctor), to denote a field surgeon.72
Most of the legionary borrowings related directly to life in the army. Amongst
the extant terms used by the soldiers were běženec (deserter), nálet (air-raid),
pěchota (infantry), rozvědka (espionage) and zemljanka (dug-out, bunker), as well as
internationalisms adopted via Russian, such as batalion (battalion) and konvoj
(convoy).73 Loan translations which have become part of the standard army lexicon
include kulomet (machine-gun) (< pulomet) and vlčí jáma (foxhole) (< volch’ya
yama). A number of more general lexical items have also been attributed to the
legionaries; for instance, proletariát (working class) and souputník (compatriot),
which later came to denote a ‘fellow-traveller’.
The third major stage of Russian lexical borrowing began with the so-called
‘socialization’ (socializace) of Czechoslovakia after 1945, which reflected a turningpoint in Czechoslovakia’s international relations. The ideological reorientation
towards the USSR heralded a dramatic increase in Soviet concepts such as agitka
(propaganda piece), kombinát (industrial complex; plant) and platforma (ideological
platform). In ‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’ (p. 596), I argue that, after
1948, all the prerequisites existed for lexical change ‘from above’, but that initial
enthusiasm for things Russian/Soviet ‘from below’ soon gave way to apathy and
even antipathy. Many Czechs and Slovaks came to view active engagement with the
Russian-speaking world as tantamount to endorsing the regime which they reviled.
Others simply saw Russian as an unfashionable language, which offered them little
in the way of cultural interest or personal advancement. Unlike English today,
Russian failed to provide the opportunity of significant upward mobility or other
projected gain, which have been identified as primary motivations for language
change by Labov and Winter, et al.74 Russian influence therefore remained largely
72 See Němec, ‘Česká slova odboje’, pp. 259–71.
73 For a discussion of pěchota, see Dušan Šlosar, Tisíciletá (Prague, 1990), p. 78.
74 See William Labov, Principles of Linguistic Change: Internal Factors (Oxford, 1999) pp. 300–
309, (Vol. 1), and Werner Winter, ‘Areal linguistics: some general considerations’, in Thomas A.
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restricted to the three areas of public life most closely associated with Communist
ideology – politics, economics and national security.
Amongst the morphological loanwords in the political sphere were čistka
(purge), which has more recently come to mean ‘[ethnic] cleansing’, diverzant
(enemy agent), instruktáž (coaching; political teach-in) and kontrarozvědka (counterespionage). In the early 1950s, leading Communist functionaries borrowed directly
from Russian in order to draw attention to their pro-Soviet credentials, as illustrated
by Gottwald’s predilection for bolševická zákalka (= zakalení) (Bolshevik steeling)
and složná otázka (= složitá) (a complex question).75 Kosatík identifies Kopecký as
one of the principal apparatchiks who left his mark on the lexicon, with Sovietinspired words such as suchar (< sukhar’) (cold detached person) and titovština
(Titoism).76
Statistically, most of the Russian influence was more covert. Much of the
borrowing relating to politics took the form of loan translations, such as stranické
orgány (< partiinye organy) (party organs) and třídnost (< klassovost’) (class
consciousness). Occasionally, neologisms were also calqued on Russian stumpcompounds; for example, agitační středisko (< agitpunkt) (agitation and propaganda
centre). Elsewhere, Czech adopted sociocultural semantic extensions based on
Russian usage, as in družba (Russian: druzhba) (best man/matchmaker > friendly
relations between institutions) and kádry (kadry) (military cadres > Party
organization workers, political cadres).
Many of the Soviet-inspired (but not specifically Russian) political neologisms
reflected class consciousness: dělnický stát (workers’ state), proletářská revoluce
(proletarian revolution) and třídní uvědomění (class awareness). Others took on a
more sinister hue in the context of the omnipotent one-party state, including
antisovětismus (anti-Sovietism), oportunismus ([anti-Marxist-Leninist] opportunism)
and třídní boj/nenávist/nepřítel (class struggle/hatred/enemy).
Borrowing relating to economic innovation can again be divided into overt and
Sebeok (ed.), Current Trends in Linguistics. Volume 11: Diachronic, Areal and Typological Linguistics
(The Hague, 1973), pp. 135–48.
75 See František Trávníček, ‘Síla a krása Gottwaldova slova’, Naše řeč 36 (5–6), 1953, pp. 139–47
(pp. 146–47).
76 Václav Kopecký (1897–1961; Minister of Information and Culture, 1945–1953). Kosatík, České
snění, p. 315.
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covert forms.77 Words taken directly from Russian, with little morphological
adaptation, included prostoj (idle time), stachanovština (work in the Stakhanovite
tradition) and šturmovština (last-minute rushed work). Several well-known terms
initially attributable to Soviet influence were likewise subject to semantic
broadening, including brigáda (brigade > workteam > temporary job) and prověrka
[pracovišť] (inspection [of the workplace] > [political] screening > [school] test).
Amongst the innumerable calques in the economic domain were člověkohodina (<
cheloveko-chas) (man hour), přední pracovník (< peredovik) (leading worker) and
socialistické soutěžení (< sotsialisticheskoe sorevnovanie) (socialist competition).78
Perhaps the area of human experience most strongly influenced by Russian was
life in the forces. Czech had adopted some military terms during the Second World
War, such as kalašnikov (kalashnikov), lavočka (Soviet fighter plane) and
samochodný (self-propelled), but their number increased significantly after 1948.
Well-known examples from the socialist period included protivzdušný (anti-air),
rozborka (dismantling [a gun]), sborka (assembling [a gun]) and the English–
Russian hybrid trenýrovka (training), of which only protivzdušný is still in common
currency. 79
Contrary to popular perception, there were also some Communist-era loanwords
and calques which were not obviously ideologically motivated. Amongst the
borrowings in this category are several extant terms whose origins are far from
conspicuous, such as autopark (fleet of cars), konspekt (abstract) and polárník (polar
explorer). The provenance of bisemous and polysemous loanwords, including
bleskovka (adopted in the sense of ‘news flash’), estráda (‘variety show’) and
suchar, is even less transparent. Similarly opaque are the origins of non-Slavonic
root words which entered Czech via Russian, including the Anglicisms dispečer (<
dispatcher) (traffic controller) and kontejner (container).
Perhaps the least readily perceptible aspect of Russian influence relates to the
use of abbreviations and adjectival compounds. After 1948, there was a proliferation
77 For an overview of the changes in work structures in the early Communist period, see Václav
Křístek, ‘Pracovní proces a vývoj jazyka’, Naše řeč 35 (1–2), 1951–1952, pp. 1–7.
78 See Zdeňka Sochová & Jitka Štindlová, ‘K novým ekonomickým termínům typu
„člověkohodina“’, Naše řeč 36 (7–8), 1953, pp. 207–12.
79 See Vladimír Mejstřík, ‘Z knih, časopisů a novin: Jazykové sloupky v Lidové armádě’, Naše řeč
46 (5), 1963, pp. 263–65.
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of initialisms and acronyms, including SNB (Sbor národní bezpečnosti) (Committee
of National Security), later VB (Veřejná Bezpečnost) (‘Public Security’ – the police)
and VUML (Večerní univerzita marxismu-leninismu) (Evening University for
Marxism-Leninism). At the same time, hyphenated phrases (with final –o in the
initial element), such as hospodářsko-technický (economic and technical) and
vědecko-ateistický (scientific atheist), also became commonplace.80
Ironically, there was a small group of Russianisms widely used in opposition
circles, which were largely taboo in official parlance, including disident(ka)
(dissident), gulag, kágébák (member of the KGB) and samizdat. Other Russian
terms, such as chozrasčot (khozraschet, a form of self-financing), made only periodic
public appearances. In the late 1980s, lip-service was paid to glasnost and
perestrojka (perestroika), whence the calques veřejná informovanost (keeping the
public

informed)

and

hospodářská

reforma/přestavba

(economic

reform/restructuring), but in reality discussion of substantive change was not
officially encouraged.81
The evidence of my survey for ‘Twentieth-century Russian loanwords’ and data
from ČNK show that Czechs regularly use both pre-Soviet Russianisms, such as
běženec and pěchota, and also selected borrowings from the Soviet period, including
bezprizorný and instruktáž. Even a few expressions associated primarily with
socialism, including pohraničník (border guard) and požárník (fireman), have
maintained a presence in the lexicon. All except five of the terms cited in my
questionnaire (konspekt, normohodina, obezličky [buck-passing], okop [trench] and
samochodný) have an ARF rank in the top 50,000 in FSČ. Furthermore, six (čistka,
kontejner, kontrarozvědka, nálet, operativní [operational] and prověrka) have an
ARF in the first 10,000. Several other Russian loanwords, such as brigáda, manévry
(manoeuvres) and rozvědka, are also found in the top 10,000. (See ‘Twentiethcentury Russian loanwords’, p. 635.)
I broadly conclude that it was not the existence of Russianisms per se which so

80 See Miloš Dokulil, ‘Vliv ruštiny na ostatní spisovné slovanské jazyky v sovětské epoše’, Sovětská
jazykověda 5 (3), 1955, pp. 161–75 (p. 172), and Miloslava Knappová, ‘Politickoekonomický, nebo
politicko-ekonomický?’ Naše řeč 54 (3), 1971, pp. 141–56.
81 See Josef Filipec, ‘Naše současná společnost, slovní zásoba a slovníky’, Naše řeč 75 (1), 1992, pp.
1–21 (p. 5).
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upset the Czechs under Communism, but their association with domains heavily
influenced by Soviet dogma. Most people felt that their destiny was once again being
defined by outside forces, with Russian speakers now replacing the Germans as their
masters. The compulsory study of Russian in school and the influence of MarxismLeninism on all aspects of public life were a constant reminder that the system was
externally imposed. The overthrow of Communism was thus seen in terms of the
reassertion of national self-determination or, to use Wertsch’s terms of reference, the
‘Triumph-Over-Enemy-Forces’ Narrative Template.82 There was, however, little need
to ‘decontaminate’ the lexicon of Russian influence after 1989, as happened with
German during the National Revival, since direct borrowing had been relatively
limited under socialism, and most of the Soviet-inspired terms simply became
functionally redundant. Those Russianisms that have remained have, for the most
part, been naturalized, and are now regarded as standard Czech, untainted by their
provenance.

82 See J. V. Wertsch, Voices of Collective Remembering (New York, 2002), pp. 99–101.
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5. Czech–Slovak language relations

Czech–Slovak language contacts have inevitably been more extensively documented
than those between Czech and Russian. This chapter is informed both by the
scholarship available at the time of writing ‘Češi a slovenština’, and also by new
works, including a significant tome by Nábělková.83 Nábělková considers interethnic contact since 1993, including the communicative strategies employed by
speakers of Czech and Slovak, and perceptive and productive bilingualism.
The uniqueness of my contribution resides in the synthesis of my own empirical
data with other sources of academic and quantitative information, especially Tejnor’s
questionnaire and three large European Union surveys of language acquisition.84 As
elsewhere, I am less concerned with the formal aspects of linguistic analysis, such as
semiotic systems, areal features and structure, than the socio-political implications of
usage, and people’s perceptions of the status and functions of language.
‘Češi a slovenština’ and, to a lesser extent, ‘Czech titles’, serve to highlight the
difficulty of determining the symbiotic relationship between two geographically
contiguous national tongues, whose speakers’ identity reflects both their historical
and cultural-linguistic commonality and their distinctiveness. ‘Češi a slovenština’ is
divided into five sections: (1) the background to Czech–Slovak linguistic contacts,
(2) varieties of Czech and Slovak, (3) defining the status of Slovak, (4) qualitative
aspects of Czech–Slovak discourse, and (5) contextual aspects of Czech–Slovak
discourse. The opening section outlines the asymmetrical nature of Czech–Slovak
relations,

and

the

imposition

of the

ill-defined

Czechoslovak

language

(českoslovenština/jazyk československý), within the First Republic policy of
Czechoslovakism (čechoslovakismus).85 The second section reflects in detail on
language variation within the former Czechoslovakia, with a particular emphasis on
83 Mira Nábělková, Slovenčina a čeština v kontakte (Bratislava & Prague, 2008).
84 See Key Data on Teaching Languages at School in Europe, Brussels, 2005. <http://www.
eurydice.org/ressources/eurydice/pdf/0_integral/049EN.pdf>, Europeans and Languages, Brussels,
2005. <http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_237.en.pdf>, and Europeans and their
Languages, Prague, 2006. <http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_243_sum_en.pdf>.
85 See, for example, David Short, ‘The Use and Abuse of the Language Argument in Mid-NineteenthCentury “Czechoslovakism”’, in Robert B. Pynsent (ed.), The Literature of Nationalism (Basingstoke
& London, 1996), pp. 40–65, Jan Rychlík, ‘Čechoslovanství a čechoslovakismus’, in Koschmal et al.,
Češi a Němci, pp. 64–71, and Alexander Maxwell, Choosing Slovakia. Slavic Hungary, the
Czechoslovak Language and Accidental Nationalism (London & New York, 2009).
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the Moravian–Slovak ‘dialect’ continuum and the role of Moravianisms as a
constraint against the expansion of obecná čeština as a Czech spoken standard.86 The
third considers the absence amongst Czech and Slovak speakers of a common
ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety of language. Part four addresses
Haugen’s concept of ‘semicommunication’,87 and evaluates the Czechs’ passive and
active knowledge of Slovak. The final section discusses the contexts in which
Czechs employ Slovak, and concludes that most Czechs make relatively little
linguistic accommodation when addressing their easterly neighbour.
‘Češi a slovenština’ stresses that the role of Czech in the development of Slovak
has always been greater than the influence of Slovak on Czech. Spisovná čeština
helped to shape Slovak from the fourteenth century to the nineteenth century, as a
result of religious and educational contact, and both spoken and written Czech
continued to inform the Slovak lexicon throughout much of the twentieth century. If
intelligibility were the sole criterion for defining the foreignness of another tongue,
Czech and Slovak would be universally recognized as dialects of the same
(hypothetical) language with its epicentre perhaps somewhere in eastern Moravia,
rather than as semi-independent entities within the west Slavonic language group. As
Pynsent has observed, “The difference between the Czech and Slovak languages is
probably smaller than that between standard English [...] and Lallans”.88 However, if
ethnolinguistic considerations and the social functions of language are given a higher
priority, the Slovaks can justly claim to speak a fully-fledged Ausbausprache. Prior
to the twentieth century, Czech linguists tended to accentuate the shared origins of
Czech and Slovak, which they sometimes attributed to their common roots in Proto
Czech (pračeština), but many Slovaks objected to this interpretation both because it
implicitly reinforced Czech linguistic superiority and because it ignored the
preponderance of Germanisms in Czech. Some Slovak scholars, such as Samuel
Czambel (1856–1909), went so far as to argue that Slovak was, in fact, a southern
86 See Ondřej Bláha, ‘Moravský jazykový separatismus: zdroje, cíle, slovanský kontext’, Acta
Universitatis Palackianae Olomucensis, Facultas philosophica 3, 2005, pp. 293–99 (p. 297).
87 Einar Haugen, ‘Dialect, language, nation’, American Anthropologist 68 (4), 1966, pp. 922–35. See
also Viera Budovičová, ‘Semikomunikácia ako lingvistický problém’, in Jozef Mistrík (ed.), Studia
Academica Slovaca (Bratislava, 1987), pp. 49–66, and ‘Semikomunikácia ako faktor medzijazykovej
dynamiky’, in Radoslava Brabcová & František Štícha (eds), Dynamika současné češtiny z hlediska
lingvistické teorie a školské praxe (Prague, 1988), pp. 45–54.
88 Pynsent, Questions of Identity, p. 156.
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Slavonic language, that had been contaminated by Bohemianisms.89
The very notion of a Czechoslovak language, enshrined in the 1920 Language
Law, was predicated on the assumption that Czech and Slovak contained a sufficient
body of near-identical features to constitute a linguistic whole. In geopolitical terms,
it made sense in the early twentieth century to present Czech and Slovak as offshoots
of the same language spoken by the two branches of the ‘Czechoslovak nation’, but
the Czecho-centric nature of the linguistic compromise subsequently alienated many
Slovaks. Not only was českoslovenština an unsatisfactorily imprecise construct, but
implicit in its conception was the understanding that Czech would function as the
Dachsprache for both the Czechs and the Slovaks,90 whereas the Slovaks would
adopt a kind of ‘interlanguage’. In practice, Czech enjoyed far greater prestige than
Slovak in the education system,91 and Slovak was accorded the status of a
heteronomous language in matters relating to affairs of the state and central
administration.
The decision, after the war, to abandon the policy of Czechoslovakism and its
unified language was never seriously challenged, although Slovak grievances over
centralism persisted.92 The full extent of post-war Slovak discontent only became
apparent in the 1960s, when the Slovaks sought to redefine their relations with the
Czechs, with a view to achieving greater self-determination. Federalization in
October 1968 went some way to overcoming the Slovaks’ sense of subordination, but
proved insufficient to prevent the dissolution of the Czechoslovak state in 1993.
So thoroughly has the concept of Czechoslovakism been consigned to history
that most of the 1,126 informants consulted in ‘Češi a slovenština’ (p. 14) claimed
never to have heard of either čechoslovakismus or českoslovenština. Communist-era
publications dismissed českoslovenština as a pre-socialist anachronism, as evidenced
by the definition in SSJČ: ‘(formerly in the bourgeois nationalist conception) the
single, in reality non-existent, language of the Czechs and Slovaks in its dual literary,
89 See, for example, Kosatík, České snění, p. 301.
90 Heinz Kloss, ‘Abstand and Ausbau Languages’, Anthropological Linguistics 9 (7), 1967, pp. 29–
41.
91 See Martina Šmejkalová, ‘Jazyk československý na českých a slovenských školách mezi učebními
osnovami z let 1919 a 1927’, Slovo a slovesnost 66 (1), 2005, pp. 32–47, Čeština a škola – úryvky
skrytých dějin (Prague, 2010), pp. 32–48, and Tilman Berger, ‘Slovaks in Czechia – Czechs in
Slovakia’, International Journal of the Sociology of Language 162, 2003, pp. 19–39 (p. 24).
92 See, for example, Skilling, Czechoslovakia’s Interrupted Revolution, pp. 8-10.
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Czech and Slovak, form’.93 Nowadays, some people (22% in my survey) interpret
českoslovenština in the more modern sense of code-switching, of the type adopted by
ex-president Gustáv Husák (1913–1991) (p. 14). The notion of a ‘Czechoslovak’
identity may have enjoyed marginally greater acceptance than that of a Czechoslovak
language, but the noun Čechoslovák (Czechoslovak) has only ever had limited
applications, as illustrated in ‘Czech titles’ (pp. 415–16). 94
Czechs and Slovaks who have had reasonable contact with each other’s language
generally experience few sentence-level communication problems, although Slovaks
may be at an advantage owing to the greater dialectal uniformity of Czech. The
spread of obecná čeština throughout Bohemia and western Moravia has led to the
virtual extinction of most of the traditional Czech dialects, except those spoken in
central and eastern Moravia, whose proximity to western Slovak dialects renders
them easily accessible to Slovak speakers. By contrast, Slovak dialects have not yet
merged into universally recognized macrodialects, with the result that some of the
regional varieties (especially eastern Slovak dialects) can present significant
comprehension difficulties to Czechs.
Of the 589 informants who expressed an opinion in ‘Češi a slovenština’ (p. 16),
only a negligible majority – 289 (49%) versus 282 (48%) – considered the
differences between eastern Moravian dialects and Slovak to be greater than those
between eastern Moravian dialects and standard Czech. In Bohemia, most people
deemed eastern Moravian dialects to be closer to Slovak than to Czech, whereas in
much of Moravia, especially nearer the border with Slovakia, people felt strongly
that eastern Moravian dialects are closer to their national language than to Slovak.
The desire of central-eastern/eastern Moravians to emphasize their linguistic ties
with their fellow Czechs represents an important symbolic reaffirmation of the
historical bonds which unite the Czech-speaking community. In the Czech context,
where nationality and alterity have been defined largely in terms of language usage,
the normative imperative to establish belonging overrides more subtle considerations
of trans-border linguistic identity.
93 Havránek, SSJČ, 1960, Vol. 1.
94 My article draws on Mira Nábělková & Marián Sloboda, ‘Comparing “Trasjanka” and
“Českoslovenčina” (Czechoslovak) as Discursive Categories’, courtesy of Marián Sloboda, pp. 1–26
(p. 10).
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The Czechs’ current attitude to the status of Slovak is ambivalent. On the one
hand, they are keen to observe a clear distinction between Czech and Slovak, in
recognition of Slovak as the fully codified, national language of an independent
republic. On the other hand, they do not always treat Slovak as an altogether
‘foreign’ language, either in private or official discourse. For example, in European
documentation on foreign language knowledge, the Czechs exclude reference to
Slovak, even though the evidence of ‘Perceptions’ confirms that most Czechs have a
better command of Slovak than of any other foreign tongue (p. 58).95
More than one in five of my interviewees (21%) in ‘Perceptions’, cited in ‘Češi a
slovenština’ (pp. 18–19), claimed to understand and speak Slovak very well, 40%
replied that they understood it well, but did not speak it very well, and 29% said that
they had good comprehension skills, but could only speak it with difficulty. Over
90% of the informants boasted at least a passive knowledge of Slovak, while the
percentage of speakers claiming some active skills in Slovak rose from 12% in
Tejnor’s 1971 survey to 61% in 2005, as a consequence of government policies to
promote Slovak after 1968 (pp. 18–19). It is telling that the two groups with the
lowest level of competence in ‘Perceptions’ were the under 20 year-olds and over 60
year-olds, who may be loosely described as the pre-1968 and post-1993 generations.
Only 10% of the informants in the 15–19 age range claimed fluency in Slovak, while
31% asserted (implausibly) that they do not know the language at all. Fewer than
half the youngest interviewees (41%) said that they had any active knowledge of
Slovak, compared with over 74% of the 45–59 year-olds (p. 20).
In ‘Češi a slovenština’ (pp. 17–18), I attribute the Czechs’ ambivalence to the
status of Slovak to four main factors: (1) the feeling amongst older Czechs that
Slovak contributed significantly to the notion of ‘Czechoslovak’ nationhood, and
therefore forms part of a collective identity (albeit loosely defined and subordinate to
ethnic affiliation), (2) the existence of close kinship ties and other personal
connections with Slovakia, (3) the proximity of Slovak lexis, morphology and
phonology to Czech, and (4) the tendency amongst middle-aged Czechs, in
particular, to underplay the extent to which their knowledge of Slovak is the product
of exposure over time.
95 See Europeans and their Languages, p. 13.
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Despite the dissolution of Czechoslovakia in 2003, the Czechs remain well
disposed towards the Slovaks and their language. In November 2009, 35% of the
Czech population continued to view the break-up of Czechoslovakia negatively,
while 73% felt that relations were either better than or the same as before.96
According to the latest surveys for CVVM, conducted in November and December
2010, 94% of Czechs think that relations with Slovakia are either good or very good,
and the Slovaks remain by some margin the Czechs’ favourite foreign nationality.97
In ‘Perceptions’, 36% of the informants cited Slovak as the language to which they
relate most positively, including 51% of those in the 45–59 year age range (p. 29).
The structural and genetic similarities between Czech and Slovak were
acknowledged by virtually all my informants in ‘Češi a slovenština’ (p. 17), with
95% of those questioned agreeing that they are either very or quite close. Such is the
proximity of the two languages that their morphophonological differences rarely, if
ever, present an obstacle to lexical replacement, and contact forms are often so
readily naturalized that their provenance is forgotten. In my study (p. 15), 65% of the
interviewees claimed to have no recourse whatever to Slovakisms, 10% said that
they employed them from time to time, and 20% maintained that they exploit them
for comic effect. In reality, most Czech speakers probably use at least some
expressions which have been influenced by Slovak, and all Slovaks use a range of
Czech-root words.
Musilová has recently studied eighteen common lexical items which she
attributes to language contact, including the Slovak expressions bitkař (bully), horko
těžko (with great difficulty), kávička (coffee), lyžovačka (skiing) and natěšený
(elated), and two post-1989 non-contact slang terms from Czech and Slovak:
krimoška (detective film, story) and kuklač (member of a police emergency unit). On
the basis of her survey of students in higher education and data from ČNK, she
concludes that several of the Slovakisms, such as horko-těžko, namyšlený, natěšený
and rozlučka, remain quite common, while the position of others has strengthened
96 Markéta Škodová, ‘Názory obyvatel na rozdělení Československa’, Prague, 2010, pp. 1–4 (pp. 3–
4). <http://www.cvvm.cas.cz/upl/zpravy/100975s_po91203.pdf>.
97 Jan Červenka, ‘Občané o vztazích ČR s některými zeměmi – listopad 2010’, Prague, 2010, pp. 1–4
(p. 1). <http://www.cvvm.cas.cz/upl/zpravy/101081s_pm101221a.pdf>, and ‘Vztah Čechů k
vybraným národnostem – prosinec 2010’, Prague, 2010, pp. 1–3 (p. 2). <http://www.cvvm.cas.cz/upl/
zpravy/101094s_ov110131.pdf>.
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since 2004; for instance, bitkař, kávička and lyžovačka.98
The question of the quality of Czech–Slovak discourse depends on numerous
contextual and situational factors. The Slovaks’ greater exposure to Czech through
the media, the arts and higher education, as well as literature and other written
materials, generally ensures that they are more functionally proficient at Czech than
vice versa. Many Czechs are also in regular touch with Slovak through personal
contacts,99 foreign travel, and radio and television, but the input tends to be more
sporadic. Of the 781 informants in ‘Češi a slovenština’ (p. 18) who expressed a view
on the respective skills of the Czechs and Slovaks in each other’s language, 109
(14%) suggested that Czechs speak better Slovak, 230 (30%) said that Slovaks speak
better Czech, and 442 (57%) regarded their language competences as roughly
comparable.
The negotiating processes which inform Czech–Slovak communication are
similarly varied, but Slovak speakers are the more likely to make concessions to their
interlocutors. Most Czechs stick largely to their own language when addressing
Slovaks, both because they feel it to be the most efficient way to fulfil the principal
functions of speech (in Hymes’ model: expressive, directive, referential, poetic,
phatic and metalinguistic),100 and for fear of making mistakes resulting from overgeneralization. Under 8% of the informants in ‘Perceptions’ said that they talk or
write to people in Slovak on a daily or weekly basis, while 5% claimed to use Slovak
every week at work, although 18% tuned into Slovak stations once a week or more.
(See Attitudes, pp. 58–59.) According to ‘Ceši a slovenština’ (p. 22), 63% of Czechs
who have Slovak relatives address them principally in their own language, and over
a quarter either code-mix or change languages depending on circumstances, but just
8% speak mainly Slovak.
The mutual intelligibility of Czech and Slovak has often been taken as
axiomatic, yet the problems which Slovak can pose to Czech children and to nonnative speakers of Czech suggest that even receptive bilingualism requires a degree
98 Květoslava Musilová, ‘Slovakismy v současné češtině (sociolingvistický průzkum mezi
vysokoškoláky)’, in Vidy jazykovedy (Prešov, 20–21 May 2010), pp. 389–96.
99 42% of my informants in ‘Češi a slovenština’ (p. 17) claimed to have Slovak acquaintances, while
18% said that they have Slovak relatives.
100 Dell Hymes, ‘Functions of speech: an evolutionary approach’, in Frederick C. Gruber (ed.),
Anthropology and Education (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1961), pp. 55–83.
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of sustained, if unsystematic, exposure to the other tongue. The ‘code noise’ which
characterizes Haugen’s ‘semicommunication’, discussed in ‘Češi a slovenština’ (p.
18), may, in certain circumstances, represent a barrier to comprehension. Zeman has
also identified the lack of sufficiently consistent sociocultural knowledge as a factor
which impedes speakers’ understanding of closely-related languages.101 Nábělková
summarizes the situation pertaining to Czech and Slovak today as follows:
“perceptive bilingualism, which had been regarded so natural that it was even
considered bilingualism by the language users in the Czech–Slovak territory [...],
now appears to be considered a specific ability”. 102
Most of my informants in ‘Češi a slovenština’ concurred with the hypothesis that
Slovak language competence is declining. Over three-quarters of my interviewees
felt that the younger generation understands Slovak less well than their counterparts
did ten years earlier, and just 15% of those questioned identified an improvement in
their own comprehension (pp. 19–20). There was also a commonly-held perception
that active skills in Slovak are no longer so widely required and, perhaps as a
consequence, have deteriorated in all age groups. When asked whether they speak
Slovak more or less frequently and better or worse than ten years ago, fewer than 5%
replied that they speak it more often, and just under 7% maintained that their spoken
Slovak had improved (p. 20).
Given the strength of the bonds which still unite Czechs and Slovaks, and the
number of common lexical, syntactic and phonological features in their languages, it
seems improbable that speakers will lose altogether those elements of their
sociocultural identity that they share, or their ability to communicate with a high
degree of functional efficiency. Nonetheless, it seems likely that the gap between the
two linguistic communities will widen, and that people’s ability to grasp the
subtleties and implicatures of their neighbour’s tongue will continue to deteriorate.

101 Jiří Zeman, ‘K přijímání slovenské kultury Čechy po rozpadu Československa’, in Slavomír
Ondrejovič (ed.), Slovenčina na konci 20. storočia, jej normy a perspektivy (Bratislava, 1997), pp.
182–86.
102 Mira Nábělková, ‘Closely-related languages in contact: Czech, Slovak, “Czechoslovak”’,
International Journal of the Sociology of Language 183, 2007, pp. 53–73 (p. 56).
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6. Public perceptions of lexical borrowing and foreign languages

In chapter 6 of this commentary, which is based largely on the evidence of Attitudes,
I turn my attention away from language-specific case studies to more general
interpretations of loanwords and calques, and foreign languages. Inevitably, many of
the questions posed by my survey ‘Perceptions’ reflect the impact of English since
1989, but my aim is to present a broader picture of Czechs’ perspectives on the role
of the ‘foreign’ in the context of language development. ‘Perceptions’ is the most
detailed and statistically significant investigation into borrowing since Tejnor’s 1970
study, and is the only one so far to attempt a systematic overview of changes in
attitudes over the period.103
Much of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of my own empirical data,
although, as I acknowledge in Attitudes (p. 18), people’s responses to questionnaires
do not necessarily correlate directly either with their own language use or with how
society reacts to foreign language influences in practice. Neustupný draws a clear
distinction between the actual correction processes which occur in discourse and the
way they are referred to in metalinguistic statements of the puristic idiom, as well as
between the idiom itself and the ideologies which accompany the correction
processes.104 In the absence of the type of heightened puristic sentiment which was
prevalent during the National Revival and which, according to Jakobson, remained a
potential obstacle to social progress well into the First Republic,105 discourse will
inevitably succumb to some of the pressures of more dominant contact languages.
The expression of a generalized distaste for the overuse and misuse of loanwords
articulated by my informants in ‘Perceptions’ at most only affects the margins of
language development. The Czechs are now sufficiently confident about their role in
the world to be able to view external forces with a dispassion which has been largely
absent throughout their history. Over half (56%) of my interviewees felt that the
principal lexical donor – English – does not threaten their language, and a similar
number (57%), including 76% of the 15–29 year-olds and 69% of graduates,
considered it a suitable lexifier, compared with figures for German, Russian and
103 For an overview of the principal findings of my questionnaire, see pages 57 to 63 of Attitudes.
104 Neustupný, ‘Language purism […]’, pp. 211–23.
105 Jakobson, ‘O dnešním brusičství českém’, p. 121.
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other Slavonic languages (including Slovak) of 39%, 25% and 34%, respectively (pp.
28–29). After Slovak, English is the language to which Czechs react most positively,
with nearly 39% identifying it as one of their favourite two foreign tongues (pp. 29–
30). Most of my sample attributed the success of English to tourism (91%),
globalization (84%), American culture (81%) and European culture (75%),
respectively (p. 30), and 89% thought non-speakers of English to be at a
disadvantage (p. 27). As elsewhere in Europe, English is associated with modernity,
opportunity and progress. The European Commission’s multilingualism policy seems
to have played a significant role in promoting both English and German, although it
is not possible to quantify the impact of the policy on language planning.106
The principal dependent variables in people’s interpretation of foreign influences
identified by ‘Perceptions’ are age and education, with the elderly, especially men,
proving most resistant to lexical borrowing, and the young, particularly graduates,
amongst the most indulgent. The strong tendency of older people to reject loanwords
may reflect a combination of factors, including ‘non-rational’ motivations (relating
loosely to the role of national consciousness) and more ‘rational’ motivations (in
particular the intelligibility argument). ‘Non-rational’ motivations may have been
informed by the greater exposure of the elderly to post-war monoculturalism, and by
the well-attested sociolinguistic phenomenon of age-grading.107 By contrast, more
‘rational’ motivations may reflect the limited opportunity for the elderly to study
foreign languages other than Russian and a sense that they are being marginalized by
change. An unknown factor here is the degree to which speakers distinguish between
opposition to foreign neologisms on the grounds of their ‘foreignness’ and their
‘newness’, and whether any such distinction is observed more systematically
amongst different groups of people.
Perhaps the most striking finding of ‘Perceptions’ is the strength of resistance to
lexical borrowing amongst older men, which appears to contradict the sociolinguistic
axiom that women’s language instincts are more conservative than men’s. 108 While
62% of men aged 45–60 and 77% of men over 60 years old regarded the number of
106 See Europeans and their Languages.
107 See, for example, Ralph Fasold, The Sociolinguistics of Society (Oxford, 1993), p. 215.
108 See, for example, Jennifer Coates, Women, Men and Language (London & New York, 1993), pp.
61–86.
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foreign terms as excessive, the figures for women in the same age ranges were
42.5% and 58%, respectively (p. 19). Again it is not possible to offer a definitive
explanation for this finding, although it confirms the importance of bearing in mind
the interaction of sociolinguistic variables, rather than taking them in isolation.109
A surprising amount of the data obtained by Tejnor was corroborated by
‘Perceptions’, including the following: loanwords are overused in certain domains
(such as the media); nearly half the informants regard foreign phrases as
indispensable (48% in Tejnor’s survey and 46% in ‘Perceptions’) (p. 38); opposition
to borrowing is nonetheless deeply ingrained; passive knowledge of foreign
vocabulary is better than active knowledge; colloquialisms in the media are
commonly rejected; people’s understanding of foreign words is inadequate; and, the
functional necessity of borrowing is widely recognized. Amongst the other
significant findings cited in Attitudes are: almost half of the interviewees (48%) think
that Czech has too many foreign words, while slightly fewer (44.5%) believe the
number to be about right (p. 19); more of my informants consider that borrowing
impoverishes the language rather than enriches it (47% vs. 38.5%) (p. 21); foreign
technological terms now cause greatest difficulty, with over 67% claiming that they
encounter problems in this area either frequently or all the time (p. 26); English
enjoys especially high prestige amongst donor languages (pp. 28–29); nearly threequarters (73.5%) of my sample feel that other Czechs employ too many redundant
foreign words (pp. 31–32); and, the principal function ascribed to lexical borrowing
(by 41% of all my interviewees) is the desire to show off (p. 34). The overall
impression to emerge is that loanwords are viewed negatively where they are surplus
to requirements, or where their perceived intention is to exclude other language users
or to suggest a degree of linguistic superiority, which runs counter to the Czech
demotic ‘egalitarian ethos’.110 On the other hand, most people (61%) accept the need
for foreign terms to fill lexical gaps, as in the case of internet (p. 39), while even
more (80%) endorse internationalisms which serve to enhance understanding
between peoples, such as WC/toaleta for záchod (toilet) (p. 61).
109 This point has been made by, amongst others, Paul Kerswill, Dialects Converging: Rural Speech
in Urban Norway (Oxford, 1994), p. 54.
110 See, for example, Ladislav Holy, The Little Czech and the Great Czech Nation (Cambridge,
1996), p. 72.
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The extent to which loanwords are deliberately used to exclude certain sectors of
society is a matter for debate, although there is a widely-held view that language
serves the interests of privileged groups. Social constructionists, for instance, argue
that questions of power, as reflected in linguistic conventions and norms, ultimately
determine how we see ourselves and the world around us.111 The French sociologist
Bourdieu has similarly highlighted the role of language in reinforcing the ‘symbolic
power’ of the elite, while the ethnolinguist Saville-Troike has noted that “Power is
not only displayed through language; it is often achieved through language.”112
Corporate and professional discourse, in particular, is replete with internationalisms
derived from English which may be required for communication purposes in some
commercial situations, but may also help to reinforce the speaker’s status.
The use of foreign languages in certain work settings, and of foreign
terminology which is accessible only through a knowledge of those languages, may
be promoting a sense of ‘us’ and ‘them’, which has hitherto been largely absent
amongst Czech speakers. In ‘Czech titles’ (p. 451), I quote from Čmejrková and
Daneš, who address the theme of ‘své’ (one’s own) and ‘cizí’ (foreign; pertaining to
the other) from a functional perspective: “The geographical boundaries [between
peoples] are being erased, but the boundaries between the language of social,
professional and interest groups are being accentuated.”113 Nekvapil and Nekula
have highlighted the prestige of foreign languages in multinational enterprises and
have noted that “the management activities […] are often performed in English or
German, while the manufacturing sections are dominated by Czech.”114
The increase in foreign language study, and the opening-up of the Czech
economy and society since 1989, appears to have contributed to at least some shift in
attitudes to lexical borrowing. In Tejnor’s survey, 64% described the total number of
expressions from other languages as ‘excessive’; whereas in ‘Perceptions’, 48% (see
above) were critical of the extent of borrowing, and in Gester’s questionnaire, 47%
111 See, for example, Vivien Burr, An Introduction to Social Constructionism (London & New York,
1995).
112 See Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power (Cambridge, 2002), and Muriel SavilleTroike, The Ethnography of Communication: An Introduction (Oxford, 2003), p. 261.
113 Světla Čmejrková & František Daneš, ‘Své a cizí z hlediska funkčního’, in Zdeňka Hladká & Petr
Karlík (eds), Čeština – univerzália a specifika 5 (Prague, 2004), pp. 321–33 (p. 328).
114 Jiří Nekvapil & Marek Nekula, ‘On language management in multinational companies in the
Czech Republic’, Current Issues in Language Planning 7 (2 & 3), 2006, pp. 307–27 (p. 314).
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thought that Czech has a surfeit of Anglicisms. However, the impression amongst
people that they require a better knowledge of foreign terms remains undiminished.
When asked how often foreign terms cause them problems in their everyday life,
86% of the informants in ‘Perceptions’ said ‘sometimes’, ‘frequently’ or ‘all the
time’, compared with 87% in Tejnor’s survey, who claimed that they ‘sometimes’ or
‘frequently’ struggle with loanwords (pp. 23–24). Nearly two-thirds (63%) of my
informants maintained that they need to improve their understanding of foreign
vocabulary, including 78% of graduates and 73% of 15–29 year-olds (p. 24).
Tejnor and ‘Perceptions’ highlighted two common areas where borrowing is felt
to be particularly problematic: everyday conversation (identified by 64% of Tejnor’s
and 54% of my informants), and political and public life (Tejnor: 47%,
‘Perceptions’: 58%). Tejnor recorded substantial objections to loanwords in
economic matters (47%), while I observed similar opposition to foreign innovations
in advertizing (47%) (pp. 35–36). Given the huge development of advertizing since
1989, and its heavily English-language influenced orientation, it is barely surprising
that my interviewees specified this as an area of particular concern. The majority of
Tejnor’s and my informants were unperturbed by the use of borrowed vocabulary in
technology (and computing), healthcare (and beauty), and sport (and leisure-time
activities), and my interviewees were also quite reconciled to the existence of foreign
terms in the workplace. In all of the specific lexical domains identified in
‘Perceptions’, the under-29s were the most sanguine about the impact of loanwords,
and the over-60s expressed the greatest misgivings (p. 36).
In order to mitigate the introspective nature of my informants’ responses, I also
asked them how they felt other groups of people perceive lexical borrowing.
Virtually all the interviewees were of the opinion that the elderly tend to be opposed
to foreign words, while the younger generation, the media, politicians, advertisers
and business people are in favour (p. 38). Views on the attitudes of teachers were
more or less evenly divided, perhaps because teachers are simultaneously charged
with upholding traditional language values and with imparting new knowledge. The
assumption that those who most enthusiastically endorse foreign words are the
young and the influential may partly account for the sense of disenfranchisement felt
by some of the elderly and less well educated.
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In theory, most Czechs claim to prefer indigenous lexical items to loanwords, on
the grounds of their strong associations with Czech national identity. Indigenous
terms represent a tradition of linguistic continuity and integrity, which has its origins
in the Revivalist notion of language use as an act of volition, as discussed by
Macura.115 While language choice may no longer be inextricably linked in people’s
minds to the kind of patriotic fervour which characterized Phase C of the National
Revival, things Czech still tend to have a positive resonance. In ‘Perceptions’, 56%
of my informants maintained that, where possible, they would opt for a Czech
expression, although interestingly this number falls to 33% amongst the 15–29 yearolds (pp. 34–35). When asked directly whether it is worth looking for Czech phrases
for well-known loanwords such as internet and pizza, 65% of all informants said
‘no’, and 25% replied ‘yes’ (pp. 38–39).
The fact that the younger generation is so accepting of foreign neologisms may
be significant since they are the group with the greatest long-term influence on the
direction of Czech, but it remains to be seen whether their attitudes will persist as
they grow older. In practice, those interviewees who said that usage depends largely
on context were probably nearer the mark (p. 34). The combination of social and
cultural factors which informs lexical choice is complex, and may vary not only
according to well-attested sociolinguistic variables, but also in accordance with the
sixteen characteristics of linguistic interaction identified by Hymes, and encapsulated
in his mnemonic S–P–E–A–K–I–N–G (Setting and Scene, Participants, Ends, Act
Sequence, Key, Instrumentalities, Norms, Genre).116
In Attitudes (p. 39), I argue that the theoretical preference for Czech words
generally pertains where there is a straightforward choice between a Czech term and
its foreign counterpart, unless the former is now regarded as old-fashioned or has a
narrower semantic range. When asked to choose between doublets, such as
aluminium and hliník, 66% opted for the Czech expression, 20% said that it depends
on context, and under 6% chose the foreign form (p. 39). In Tejnor’s study, 55%
expressed a preference for the Czech word, 29% maintained that they used both, and
13% claimed that they consistently opted for the international variant. The term
115 Macura, Znamení zrodu, p. 144.
116 Dell Hymes, Foundations in Sociolinguistics: An Ethnographic Approach (Pennsylvania, 1974),
pp. 53–62.
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hliník(ový) is found 1,373 times in SYN2010, whereas aluminium/aluminiový occurs
just 102 times (7% of the total). Were I to attempt a more detailed comparison of the
relationship between corpus data and acceptability judgements, I would apply
elements of the structure established in Bermel and Knittl’s forthcoming studies of
morphosyntactic and syntactic variation, which confirm a strong correlation between
the relative proportion of forms in a corpus and their acceptability.117
The selection of individual lexical items in a survey of this kind is problematic,
since there are no objective criteria by which to establish their representativeness of
the lexicon as a whole. Corpora provide details of frequency of usage and context,
but they do not indicate people’s knowledge of the total repertoire of loanwords
(relative to their knowledge of the sum of their indigenous semantic equivalents) or
their perceptions of borrowed terminology as a pars pro toto. My examples at best
provide merely a useful snapshot of overall trends. Yet, while I acknowledge that this
is not a precise science, my selection of terms was guided by a series of carefully
considered principles: (1) where applicable, I sought to repeat Tejnor’s examples, in
order to establish a diachronic perspective, (2) in the case of synonymous doublets, I
chose examples where both forms have a reasonable degree of currency, (3) in the
case of doublets where the loanword has alternative spellings, I stuck to lexical items
where both orthographic forms commonly occur, (4) in the case of loan translations,
I illustrated my point by reference to two widely used examples, (5) I avoided
restricting myself to Anglicisms (as demonstrated in question 51, p. 44), in order to
give a broader overview of lexical borrowing, and (6) I selected two clearly defined
semantic domains (sport and computing), characterized by neologisms since 1970, in
order to ascertain differences in people’s awareness of modern usage.
Once again, the two main variables determining perceptions and knowledge
were age and education. For instance, the 15–19 year-olds showed a clear preference
for basket(bal) (basketball) and sci-fi – 69% and 62%, respectively, while the over60s favoured košíková and vědecko-fantastický – 64% and 62%, respectively (pp.
40–41). Even where the foreign term is endorsed by a majority of speakers in all age
ranges because it has, in Salzmann’s words, “the great advantage of being able to
117 Neil Bermel & Luděk Knittl, ‘Corpus frequency and acceptability judgments: A study of
morphosyntactic variants’, and ‘Morphosyntactic variation and syntactic constructions in Czech
nominal declension: corpus frequency and native-speaker judgments’, courtesy of Susan Reid.
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yield derivatives easily”,118 as in the doublet fotbal and kopaná (football), the
preference for the loanword is much stronger amongst the 15–19 year-olds than the
over-60s: 75.9% against 47.5%.
Familiarity with computer terminology is closely linked both to generational and
gender differences, although the former is again the more significant. Whereas 65%
and 68% of males in the age range 15–29 claimed to know desktop and upgrade,
respectively, only around 6% and 10% of the over 60 year-old women did so. Of the
women aged between 15 and 29, 33% and 46% were familiar with desktop and
upgrade, respectively, compared with 29% and 15% of men between 45 and 59, and
17% and 20% of the over-60 males. All the words listed, except desktop, slideshow
and hyperlink, were known to more than half of the informants aged 15–29, but only
the polysemous verb surfovat (to surf) had a recognition rate exceeding 50%
amongst the over-60s (due perhaps to the metaphorization of the sporting term) (pp.
47–48). In the domain of sport, gender was the main determinant of comprehension
in every case, with the percentage difference between males’ and females’
understanding varying from 13% for taekwondo to 45% for hattrick (pp. 46–47).
The evidence of ‘Perceptions’ suggests that Czechs are generally more accepting
of selected borrowed terms than was the case under Communism, especially where
they have been popularized by English. When I asked my informants to assess the
acceptability of eight loanwords commonly used in the media, which were deemed
inappropriate by a majority of Tejnor’s interviewees, all were now seen as more
legitimate than in 1970, and all, except eskalace (escalation), platforma (platform)
and stimul (stimulus), were regarded as more suitable than unsuitable. Despite the
rather abstract nature of some of the expressions, the younger informants proved, as
elsewhere, more tolerant of the foreign alternatives than their elders (p. 42).
Most of my informants theoretically prefer forms which cause little disruption to
the norms of Czech word formation and orthography, as reflected in the traditional
predilection for loan translations over direct borrowings. Thomas has pointed out
that many of the articles which appeared in the first twenty years of Naše řeč,
highlighting the need to replace German words, openly advocated the use of calques
based on the very same German words, and that “many Czechs – especially the
118 Salzmann, ‘Foreign influences on Czech […]’, p. 73.
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younger generation – appear oblivious to the possible German origin of phrases such
as mít smůlu‚ ‘to be unlucky’ (cf. G Pech haben).”119 Only 17% of my interviewees
expressed any opposition to loan translations such as časovač (timer) and
(počítačová) myš ([computer] mouse), and a majority favoured the Czech spelling in
doublets such as fér and fair and manažer and manager (p. 41).
The gradual shift in attitudes towards borrowing applies not only to standard
Czech, but also to the area of language where German influence remains strongest –
everyday spoken Czech. When Tejnor asked his informants to evaluate the
appropriateness of ten non-indigenous colloquialisms, more than half of his sample
felt that furt (always), kramflek (heel) and šmakovat (to taste good) have no place in
the Czech lexicon, while over a third regarded the other examples as inappropriate in
all contexts (see pp. 50–53). In ‘Perceptions’, all ten of the words listed were felt to
be more appropriate than inappropriate in ordinary conversation, although views on
furt were almost evenly divided. My interviewees were more accepting of colloquial
expressions in both creative writing and the media than Tejnor’s sample, but none of
the terms listed was deemed appropriate by a majority for use in the media.
This chapter has highlighted a number of trends in attitudes to lexical borrowing,
of which two perhaps stand out: (1) the tendency for the young (together with the
better educated) to be more amenable to loanwords than the elderly, and (2) a belief
amongst many speakers that the misuse of foreign terms is undesirable, and may be
damaging to the linguistic heritage. There still appears to be a theoretical yearning
amongst Czechs for the stability of an ill-defined golden age, in which their language
was somehow purer and represented more faithfully the spirit of the nation. Many
people feel that language standards have fallen even in the past few years. When
asked to compare the state of Czech between 1990 and 1995, more of Kraus’s 1,078
informants in all age ranges, and all eight of his specified domains, said that the
language had deteriorated rather than improved. ‘Perceptions’, which followed on
chronologically from Kraus’s survey, found broadly similar results for the period
from 1995 to 2005, with 55% of my interviewees identifying a decline in writing
standards, and 58% noting a deterioration in spoken Czech (pp. 19–20).120
119 Thomas, ‘Towards a History […]’, pp. 413 & 417.
120 Kraus, ‘Několik poznámek […]’, p. 6.
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7. Attitudes to the ‘self’ and ‘others’

The penultimate chapter of this commentary, which draws primarily on ‘Czech
titles’, focuses on the Czechs’ tendency to see themselves in terms of opposition to
others, and on their changing attitudes to the notion of ‘foreign’, as illustrated by the
lexicon. Mayer sums up the Czechs’ quest for national self-identity as follows: “For
Czechs the question Who are we? was historically posed first in relation to the
Germans, then to the Austrians, next to the Russians and finally to the Slovaks.
Today it tends to emerge most commonly again in relation to the Germans and to
Europe”.121 My work highlights, in particular, developments in people’s perceptions
of their immediate neighbours and contact communities, in accordance with the
prevailing socio-political norms and values. It argues that national mythopoeia
continued to play a major role in shaping the language throughout the twentieth
century, and that the concept of other peoples as outsiders, who threaten Czech
homogeneity, has been deeply rooted in the collective consciousness. It also
acknowledges a paradigm shift since 1989 away from the interpretation of inclusivity
and exclusivity on the basis of nationality towards a more nuanced approach to
belonging. More eclectic attitudes to individual identity, resulting in part from greater
ethnic diversity, have led to a re-evaluation of the existing socal structures and of the
potential contribution of foreigners to the enrichment of the country.
In the comments below (based mainly on pp. 429–52 of ‘Czech titles’), I begin
by considering how Czechs characterize themselves, before discussing their view of
foreigners, and the juxtaposition of ‘us’ and ‘them’ in everyday vocabulary. Havlík’s
division of ‘foreign’ into ‘problematic’ and ‘unproblematic’, referred to in chapter 1,
provides a helpful classificatory framework, but it is clearly limited by the subjective
and transient nature of the judgements on which it is founded. Not only do opinions
of other peoples vary widely, but they evolve over time. For example, the
Vietnamese, who were once regarded with considerable suspicion, are now accorded
a degree of respect, albeit sometimes grudging and qualified, for their hard work and
entrepreneurial skills.
The Czechs’ self-perception is varied and occasionally contradictory. Although
121 Françoise Mayer, Češi a jejich komunismus (Prague, 2009), p. 30.
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they see themselves as cultured and competent, they tend to be overtly self-critical.
Czech ethnohistoriography attributes considerable importance to the role of ordinary
people, but paradoxically portrays those selfsame people in a largely unheroic light.
Amongst the various self-deprecating endonyms cited in ‘Czech titles’ (p. 431), is
malý český člověk (the little Czech), which is so widely recognized as a national
caricature that it has spawned its own initialism MČČ. According to Holy, the MČČ
does not boast great qualities – he is cautious and mistrustful of those outside his
immediate circle – but he epitomizes the spirit of Czech resistance to external
oppression.122 Similarly Čecháček, a derivative of Čech (Czech/Bohemian), connotes
a series of negative images, from narrow-mindedness and self-interestedness, to
parochialism, complacency and xenophobia, in Havel’s conception, 123 to Bohemian
obduracy and arrogance, in the eyes of some Moravians. The inherent instability of
connotative meaning, as discussed by Leech, is considered in ‘Czech titles’ (pp. 431
and 453).124
Despite the Czechs’ tendency to be self-effacing, they nonetheless feel a sense of
(affectionate) superiority to Slovaks, whom they have tended to regard as their
wayward younger brothers. Although there are some derogatory expressions for the
Slovaks in Czech, such as the dated term dráteník/dráteníček ([travelling] tinker),
and Slovaks sometimes employ the ironic hypocoristic pepík to denote a typical
Czech, relations between the two peoples have for the most part been amicable. The
Slovaks are the least problematic of the Czechs’ neighbours and, as previously
intimated, are not always felt to merit the epithet of ‘foreigners’.
The Czechs’ relations with their other major Slav neighbour – the Poles – are
likewise generally cordial, despite a series of twentieth-century territorial disputes
over Těšínsko. Poles usually find it quite easy to assimilate linguistically into Czech
society, but there is a perception of an absence of a deeper cultural affinity between
the two peoples, as exemplified by the Polish metaphor czeski film (Czech film),
which can refer to virtually anything inscrutable. Hannan asserts that the Czechs
122 Holy, The Little Czech […], p. 62.
123 See Lucie Hašová (= Lucie Jílková), ‘Bemerkungen zum „Ethnonym“ Čecháček’, in Markus
Bayer et al. (eds), Beiträge der Europäischen Slavistischen Linguistik (POLYSLAV), 7, Munich, 2004,
pp. 80–87, and Emil Šíp, ‘Čecháčkové’, Národní osvobození, 5 August 1999 [in Britské listy].
<http://blisty.cz/art/10864.html>.
124 Geoffrey Leech, Semantics (Harmondsworth, 1981), p. 15.
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have traditionally regarded the Poles as inefficient and lacking in perseverance,
whereas the Poles have seen the Czechs as a submissive and irreligious people.125
German speakers have historically been viewed with far greater suspicion than
fellow Slavs, despite the Czechs’ recognition of the pervasive Austrian influence on
aspects of their life. Both the Germans and the Austrians now belong firmly in the
‘unproblematic’ camp, but the lexicon still testifies to anti-German sentiment, as
evidenced by the old-fashioned derivatives of Němec (a German): Němčour(ek) (an
obstinate German) and němčourství (stubborn Germanness). Czech slang provides a
particularly clear indication of the erstwhile animosities between Czech and German
speakers. Amongst the innumerable pejorative exonyms for Germans are several
relating to imperial ambition, such as nácek (Nazi), and rajch (Reich) to denote the
German state. There are also some derogatory terms for Austrians, including the oldfashioned cognates of Rakušan (an Austrian): Rakušák/Rakušačka (a ‘loyal’
Austrian),

and

its

derivatives

rakušácký

(pro-Habsburg)

and

rakušáctví

(Austrophilism).
As indicated in chapter 4, Czech attitudes to the Russian-speaking world have
changed significantly over time. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there was
considerable pro-Russian sentiment, but it had its origins mainly in abstract and
romanticized notions, and was not underpinned by strong ideological conviction. As
Sak puts it, “Czech Russophilism was in essence non-political, and drew mainly on
literary and metaphysical sources”.126 Masaryk consistently proclaimed ‘open-eyed’
affection for the Russian people, but he was overtly critical of Russian political
extremism, and categorically rejected the radical pan-Slav tendencies of some of his
compatriots. He subsequently castigated Bolshevism too for its lack of moral and
religious compass.127
The wave of pro-Russian sentiment which accompanied the role of the Red
Army in the liberation of Czechoslovakia in 1945 proved relatively short-lived,
except amongst die-hard Communist Party supporters. Nearly all Czechs now

125 Kevin Hannan, Borders of Language and Identity in Teschen Silesia (New York, 1996), p. 184.
126 Robert Sak, Anabáze: Drama československých legionářů v Rusku (1914–1920) (Prague, 1996),
p. 9.
127 See especially T. G. Masaryk, Rusko a Evropa (Prague, 1919–1921), and Sovětské Rusko a my
(Prague, 1923).
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condemn the Stalinist excesses of the 1950s and the Warsaw Pact invasion in 1968,
and most regard Soviet influence on post-war Czechoslovak history negatively,
although there is some nostalgia for the securities provided by state socialism.
Amongst the colloquial ethnophaulisms for Russians listed in ‘Czech titles’ (pp.
446–47) are some which pre-date the Soviet system, such as Rusák/Rusáček and
Moskal (Muscovite), but rather more which were confined to the Soviet era,
including kolchozník (collective farm worker) and velký bratr (big brother). There is
no longer much overt hostility to the Russians, except amongst some of the older
generation and supporters of the national hockey team, although Czechs rarely
embrace Russian visitors and residents with enthusiasm.
Attitudes to the Ukrainians, who constitute the largest foreign community in the
Czech Republic, are considerably more guarded, despite Czechoslovakia’s historical
ties with Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia. Ukrainian migrant workers are amongst the most
disadvantaged sector of society and are unpopular, at least in part, because they are
perceived to be taking ‘Czech’ jobs.128 The jocular old-fashioned nickname for
Ukrainians, Chachlák/Chochlák/Chachol/Chochol, which is taken from Russian, has
largely given way to more derogatory expressions, such as Úkáčko.
Of all the ethnic minorities, only the Roma consistently score lower approval
ratings than the Ukrainians. There are far more terms of denigration for the Roma
than there are neutral forms, such as Olach (Wallachian Roma) and Rumungr
(Hungarian Roma), and even the ethnicon cigán/cikán (gypsy), which is preferred to
Rom (Roma) in everyday speech, has some negative connotations.129 In ‘Czech titles’
(p. 449), I argue that the Roma desire to be simultaneously outside Czech society and
an integral part of it runs counter to the Czechs’ normative interpretation of what
constitutes their national identity. The Czechs’ perception that the Roma do not
‘belong’ is accentuated by linguistic differences, which contribute in no small
measure to their educational under-achievement, with its concomitant social
implications. Neustupný and Nekvapil have described the Roma issue as “the most

128 See, for example, Jan Červenka, ‘Postoje české veřejnosti k zaměstnávání cizinců – březen 2010’,
Prague, 2010, pp. 1-2. <http://www.cvvm.cas.cz/upl/zpravy/101027s_ov100407.pdf>.
129 For more designations, see Jan Hugo et al., Slovník nespisovné češtiny (Prague, 2006), and Patrik
Ouředník, Šmírbuch jazyka českého (Prague & Litomyšl, 2005).
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significant ethnic problem of the present day Czech Republic”. 130
The question of belonging is graphically illustrated in the Czech lexicon by the
extensive range of terms distinguishing between ‘us’ and ‘them’, and ‘here/(at)
home’ and ‘there/abroad’, including náš (our) and jejich (their), své/svůj (vlastní)
(one’s own) and nesvůj/cizí (someone else’s, foreign), doma (literally ‘at home [in
our country]’) and venku (‘outside [our country]’), and tuzemský (local, pertaining to
this land) and cizozemský/zahraniční (foreign). Phrases such as svůj k svému (each to
his own), adopted by tradesmen in the late 1880s to encourage support for Czech-run
businesses, serve to highlight the importance which the Czechs have attached to the
notion of self-dependence. The Revivalist phrase Národ sobě! (literally ‘The nation
to itself!’; By the people, for the people!), used as a rallying cry for the collection of
funds to construct the National Theatre (Národní divadlo), further stresses the idea of
self-reliance.
The pronoun náš can be exclusive, as in naši remizovali ve Skotsku (‘ours’ [we,
the Czechs] drew in Scotland), but it has also been employed to subsume various
ethnies, as in Masaryk’s use of naši dobrovolníci v Rusku (‘our [Czech and Slovak]
volunteers’ in Russia [in the Great War]), náš národ (our [Czech and Slovak] nation)
and naši Němci (our [‘Czechoslovak’] Germans). The construction u nás (doma) (cf.
German ‘bei uns’, French ‘chez nous’), likewise covers a range of meanings relating
to ethnic affiliation, including v České republice (in the Czech Republic), v Česku (in
Czechia), v Čechách (in Bohemia) and na Moravě (in Moravia), as well as to more
localized attachment. Roberts cites Tony Judt’s perceptive observation that the
expression allows one “to slide effortlessly from cozy domesticity into ethnocentric
exclusivism”.131
The adjective cizí has a similar semantic range to that of German fremd, but,
unlike its German counterpart, it has spawned numerous pejorative expressions, such
as cizáci/cizáctvo (undesirable foreigners), cizáctví (perfidious foreignness) and
cizácký (unpleasantly foreign). The relative frequency of the collocation cizí
nadvláda (foreign hegemony), cited thirty-five times in the corpus of newspapers
and magazines SYN2006PUB and forty-seven times in SYN2009PUB, comprising
130 J. V. Neustupný & Jiří Nekvapil, ‘Language Management in the Czech Republic’, Current Issues
in Language Planning 4 (3 & 4), 2003, pp. 181–366 (p. 203).
131 Andrew Roberts, A Dictionary of Czech Popular Culture (Budapest & New York, 2005), p. 173.
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300 million and 700 million words, respectively, suggests the extent to which the
idea of the burden of foreign oppression has become routinized. Heimann, perhaps
more than any other historian, is at pains to stress the Czech tendency to make a
scapegoat of external forces: “Even episodes that could not plausibly be blamed on
outsiders (such as the treatment of the German and Hungarian minorities after the
war, and the anti-Semitism of the 1950s) have been justified by the supposed
collective ‘guilt’ of ‘national enemies’ of the righteous Czech and Slovak nations.”132
In ‘Czech titles’ (pp. 450–51), I postulate that the constantly repeated distinction
between Czech and non-Czech, predicated on age-long territorial claims, and
consolidated by a shared language, culture and history, may have reinforced the
notion of nationality as a birthright and of the foreigner as an unwelcome outsider.
Yet, I also emphasize that the importance of nationality and mother-tongue skills
may now be declining, as a result of globalization, membership of the European
Union, more regionally based economic integration, increased foreign language
study and travel abroad, and greater exposure to foreigners in the Czech Republic.
Foreign companies and joint ventures have had a profound effect on the relations
between individuals, not only by making professional development more contingent
on language knowledge, but also in terms of the Czechs’ perceptions of non-natives
(especially those in authority). As Neustupný and Nekvapil have pointed out, “The
socioeconomic dominance of foreign managers is reinforced by their communicative
dominance. Managers normally communicate with their subordinates in their own
first

language and expect

subordinates.”133

In

practice,

acknowledgement
intra-company

of this pattern from their
communication

policies

have

strengthened the status of fluent speakers of English and German at the expense of
Czechs with limited foreign language competence.

132 See Mary Heimann, Czechoslovakia (New Haven & London, 2009), pp. 148-49.
133 Neustupný & Nekvapil, ‘Language Management […]’, p. 311.
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8. Conclusion

The aim of this commentary has been to produce a coherent and perspicuous
synthesis of my most relevant findings, which I have supplemented with new
material, where required, to demonstrate the affinity and contiguity between the
apposite elements of the portfolio. The use of a thematic approach, which draws on a
range of my own original data, as well as on innumerable other sources, helps to
underscore the complementarity of my five chosen studies. At the heart of all my
publications is my interest in the word, and what it tells us about the Czechs, their
self-perceptions and their view of other peoples. My increasing concern with the
representation of outsiders, as evidenced by ‘Czech titles’, is also reflected in my
latest conference paper on the Czechs’ changing relationship to foreignness.134
On the basis of the evidence presented, I have reached several conclusions
relating both to aspects of language contact and lexical borrowing in Czech, and to
their implications for the self and others: (1) the legacy of the struggle for selfdetermination is prevalent in the contemporary lexicon, and appears to have at least
some bearing on current attitudes to things foreign, (2) language purism, in the sense
that it was promulgated during the National Revival, however, barely exists today,
(3) public perceptions of lexical innovation are slowly changing, but the elderly and
less well educated still have significant reservations about borrowing, (4) the vast
majority of Czechs oppose the misuse and overuse of loanwords, (5) the typology of
Czech readily permits the adoption of Slavonic root words, (6) functionally
necessary Anglicisms, and internationalisms popularized by English, are now widely
accepted, irrespective of whether or not they undergo morphophonological
adaptation, (7) native-speaker language skills and place of birth are still regarded as
major determinants of ethnocultural affiliation, but monolingualism is increasingly
seen as an impediment to personal and professional development, and (8) attitudes to
the ‘other’ are no longer defined by monoculturalism, although not all speakers are
positively disposed to the influence of foreign nationals, and not all ethnies are
134 Tom Dickins, ‘Attitudes to the notion of “foreign” in the Czech-speaking lands, as reflected in the
post-nineteenth-century lexicon’, Xenographies 2 conference, Universitat Pompeu Fabria (Barcelona),
9 September 2011.
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treated equally. I consider each of the aforementioned points below.
The first two phases of national rebirth (in Hroch’s schema) were concerned
largely with the development of language and culture. As Macura has illustrated, the
concept of a Czech ‘nation’, defined in a narrower linguistic and ethnic sense, for a
long time coexisted with the idea of a broader all-Slavonic ‘nation’, and only in the
latter part of the nineteenth century acquired a more overtly ‘nationalist’
dimension. 135 The existence of unflattering epithets, such as Čehona (an overobliging Czech citizen who snuggled up to Vienna), bears witness to the extent of
anti-German sentiment, and symbolizes a rejection of the concept of the Bohemian
territorial nation as a single (Czech/German) spiritual entity, which formed part of a
multilingual greater German cultural nation, as envisaged by Bernard Bolzano
(1781–1848).136 (See ‘Czech titles’, pp. 432 & 409.)
The abandonment of Germanisms in spisovná čeština necessitated relexification
based largely on Slavonic sources, but recourse was also made to other languages to
denote new realities, especially where the lexifier was felt to be socially prestigious
(as with French). The First Republic heralded a more liberal attitude to non-German
external influences, although the Czechs’ relationship with the Slovaks and their
language suggested more a desire to impose cultural and linguistic commonality than
a readiness to embrace alterity. The outbreak of war and subsequent isolation from
western civilization reinforced traditional negative perceptions of things foreign,
including lexical borrowing. As a result, Czech national identity and patriotic
feelings have continued to be bound quite closely to language. Pynsent makes the
point succinctly in a recent literary study: “Czech nationalism remains pretty
linguocentric”.137
Linguistic purism was once such an automatic response to German hegemony
that even a progressive thinker like Masaryk spoke (in 1898) of the Czechs
‘unburdening’ themselves of the German mindset.138 Nowadays, purism as a tool of
language engineering has given way to a recognition that borrowing can serve useful
135 See Macura, Znamení zrodu, pp. 182–83.
136 See, for example, Hugh LeCaine Agnew, The Czechs and the Lands of the Bohemian Crown
(Stanford, 2004), p. 110, and Derek Sayer, The Coasts of Bohemia (Princeton, 1998), pp. 57–62.
137 Robert B. Pynsent, ‘The Ideologization of the Child: Zdeňka Bezděková and Marie Majerová’,
Central Europe 9 (1), 2011, pp. 32–58 (p. 55).
138 T. G. Masaryk, Jak pracovat? (Prague, 1946), p. 55.
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purposes, although prescriptive notions are not uncommon, especially amongst more
elderly speakers. Jelínek summarizes the current situation thus: “To this day, many of
the older generation mistrust certain language devices which the purists attacked as
Germanisms. As a principle of language culture, the role of purism as the custodian
of Czech has, however, been rendered redundant.”139
The misgivings expressed by the elderly may reflect both a concern for their
linguistic heritage and a sense that they are being marginalized by developments in
post-Communist society. The less well educated frequently share the second concern,
as borne out by the findings in ‘Perceptions’. It is not so much the case that older and
less qualified people reject loanwords per se, but that they suspect others of
employing them to their own ends. The abuse of borrowing is felt to have two
principal, sometimes overlapping, motivations; both of which may involve selfaggrandizement and establish a dichotomy between the speaker and the addressee:
(1) the desire to show off, and (2) the exclusion of the uninitiated. The former may
be relatively harmless, but the latter tends to privilege the speaker at the expense of
his or her interlocutors.
By no means have all Czechs benefited equally from the increased contact with
foreign languages, whether it be through education, travel, the media, technology or
work, or a combination thereof. Nor are all Czechs equally persuaded of the merits
of greater European integration. The Czechs’ ambiguous relationship with Europe,
which is so eloquently outlined in Macura’s essay ‘Dream of Europe’,140 has still not
been resolved to the satisfaction of a great many Czechs, including their Eurosceptic
president, Václav Klaus. According to the latest CVVM opinion survey, only 28% of
Czechs are either very or quite satisfied with membership of the European Union,
and more than half (especially the over-60s, non-graduates and those in less well
paid jobs) take no pride in belonging to the organization.141
The question of attitudes to lexical borrowing may no longer occupy the Czechs
to the extent that it did in the past, but it remains an important indicator of national

139 Jelínek, ‘Purismus’, p. 569.
140 Vladimír Macura, The Mystifications of a Nation (Madison, Wisconsin, 2010), pp. 13–26.
141 See Paulína Tabery, ‘Názory obyvatel na členství České republiky v Evropské unii a evropskou
integraci ve vybraných oblastech’, Prague: CVVM, 2011, pp. 1–5 (pp. 2–4). <http://www.cvvm. cas.
cz/upl/zpravy/101167s_pm110630b.pdf>.
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self-perception. My research demonstrates that Slavonic root words pose minimal
disruption to the structures of Czech, but it also shows that, since the mid-nineteenth
century, they have added comparatively little to the mainstream lexicon. The
adoption of Russianisms, in particular, has been restricted by their semantic range
and their strong associations with state socialism. By contrast, since 1989,
Anglicisms have filled innumerable lexical gaps, and now enjoy a prestige which
overcomes any objections to their introduction on the grounds of language typology.
Where borrowings cannot be easily adapted, as with the adjectival forms allinclusive and in-line, they are generally treated as indeclinable. Most of the English
terms either relate to new concepts or objects, or serve to enhance international
understanding, although some such as houmlesák (homeless person), for
bezdomovec, would appear surplus to requirements.
The shift in attitudes to the notion of ‘foreign’ since the collapse of Communism
has contributed to a reappraisal of the Czechs’ place in the modern world.
Notwithstanding people’s scepticism towards the European Union and their
apprehensions about globalization, there is an increasingly widespread recognition of
the costs of glorious isolation. Czechness may still be defined in much narrower
ethnolinguistic terms than, say, Americanness, but certain aspects of otherness have
been embraced. New loanwords which meet specific requirements are now readily
sanctioned, the need for foreign language competence is universally understood, and
‘unproblematic’ foreigners, who contribute to the development of the Czech
economy, are broadly welcomed. Indeed, one of the most important socio-political
changes evidenced by this portfolio is the Czechs’ qualified acceptance of cultural
and linguistic diversity as a prerequisite for full participation in the international
community. Tensions with ‘problematic’ ethnic groups persist, but the influence of
non-Czechs is no longer uncritically dismissed as inimical to the interests of the
state. It remains to be seen whether a reconfiguration of European economic and
political relations, and public reactions to the emergent norms, will require me in the
near future to reassess Czech perceptions of the outside world.
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The Czechs and the Slovak language
(English translation of Češi a slovenština)

Abstract: This study employs a range of up-to-date statistical information, including
the findings of two nationwide surveys conducted on the author’s behalf, to evaluate
current perceptions of Slovak in the Czech Republic. Where appropriate, the results
are compared with the evidence of other questionnaires (including Tejnor, 1971).

Keywords: Czech, Slovak, českoslovenština, čechoslovakismus, perceptions,
attitudes, bilingualism, semi-communication, dialects

Introduction
This article uses empirical data to contextualize and summarize the Czechs’ attitudes
to Slovak and their perceptions of their knowledge of the language. It seeks to shed
new light on the changes that have occurred since 1989, and to make a more general
contribution to existing scholarship on Czech–Slovak linguistic relations. It also aims
to highlight the difficulty of determining the status of two geographically contiguous
contact languages whose speakers’ identity is defined as much in terms of their
shared (especially twentieth-century) political and historical experiences as in terms
of their ethnocultural and linguistic differences. Evidence is drawn primarily from
two nationwide surveys, conducted on the author’s behalf by the Public Opinion
Research Centre of the Institute of Sociology of the Academy of Sciences of the
Czech Republic (Centrum pro výzkum veřejného mínění – Sociologický ústav AV
ČR): ‘Czech speakers’ perceptions of lexical borrowings’ (hereafter, ‘Perceptions’)
and ‘Češi a slovenština’ (The Czechs and the Slovak language).1 The content and
methodology of the surveys were informed by a variety of diachronic and synchronic
data, most notably a study in 1971 by the Institute for the Research of Public Opinion
(the predecessor body to CVVM), and three large European Union surveys.2
There has been extensive research on Czech–Slovak linguistic relations by both
Czech and Slovak scholars, which has focused on various interrelated themes,
including:
(1) the role of language in nation-building, and the asymmetrical history of Czech–
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Slovak linguistic relations (e.g. Nábělková: 2007; Berger: 2003; Lipowski: 2005)
(2) the ‘Czechoslovak language’ (československý jazyk) in the First Republic (e.g.
Šmejkalová: 2005; Lipowski: 2005)
(3) Czechoslovak language policy and practice after 1948 (e.g. Budovičová: 1974;
Zeman: 2007)
(4) the lexical, morphological and syntactic influences of Czech on Slovak, and vice
versa (e.g. Dolník: 1992; Musilová: 2005)
(5) the degree of the mutual intelligibility of the two languages (e.g. Budovičová:
1987; Sloboda: 2004)
(6) passive bilingualism in Czech–Slovak contact situations (e.g. Budovičová: 1988;
Musilová: 2000)
(7) language assimilation and retention amongst Czechs and Slovaks resident in each
other’s countries (including borderland communities) (e.g. Hernová & Sokolová:
2000; Ivaňová: 2002)
(8) language choice and code-mixing in Czech–Slovak contact situations (e.g.
Hoffmannová & Müllerová: 1993; Sloboda: 2005)
(9) Slovak as a minority language in the Czech Republic, and Czech as a minority
language in Slovakia (Neustupný & Nekvapil: 2003; Votruba: 1998)
(10) attitudes to Slovak in the Czech Republic and to Czech in Slovakia (e.g.
Budovičová: 1974).3
This study touches on a number of these themes in its attempt to synthesize the
Czechs’ changing relationship to the national idiom of their closest neighbour. The
use of quantitative methodology may not permit more detailed consideration of the
types of pragmatic negotiation processes which characterize Czech–Slovak discourse
at a micro level, but it provides the most accurate indication of current attitudinal
trends. Whether ordinary Czechs’ interpretation of the accessibility of Slovak stands
up to more rigorous academic scrutiny, and whether their perceptions have any
bearing on broader social, political and economic relations, are of secondary
importance in the context of this essay. It is possible that Berger, in his generally very
well-informed study of Czechs and Slovaks living in each other’s countries, misses
the point when he questions the authority of Tejnor’s 1970 survey (referred to merely
as an inquiry mentioned by Budovičová) on the grounds that 33% of the informants
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claimed not to understand Slovak at all.4 The significance of Tejnor’s finding resides
precisely in the tendency of so many Czech speakers at the time to underestimate the
linguistic proximity of the two languages. Prior to 1968, Czechs did not generally
have much imperative to acquire a good command of Slovak, and may therefore
have been more inclined to accentuate those aspects of standard Slovak which
differed from their own language (particularly lexical items and morphological
features) or to focus on the gulf between Czech and the non-standard variants of
Slovak (especially eastern Slovak and Ruthenian dialects, and hybrid forms used by
Roma). The fact that nearly one in ten of Dickins’ interviewees in 2007 also claimed
to have no knowledge whatever of Slovak confirms that not all Czechs automatically
regard the two languages as mutually intelligible. It seems likely that the informants
in this group were unduly influenced by their inability to communicate actively in
Slovak, although some speakers (especially the younger generation) may also have
been reflecting on their imperfect receptive skills (nowadays sometimes referred to in
Czech linguistic theory as ‘perceptive’ [percepční] skills).

The background to Czech–Slovak linguistic contacts
The asymmetrical relationship between Czech and Slovak is rooted in the two
peoples’ history, and has been well documented by Berger, Nábělková and others.
There is no need to repeat all the details here, but a general outline is required in
order to contextualize the current situation. Suffice it to say, literary Czech largely
shaped the development of Slovak from the fourteenth century to the nineteenth
century, as a result of religious and educational contact.5 The status of Czech was
consolidated by the migration of Protestants from Bohemia and Moravia to the
Slovak-speaking lands of Upper Hungary, following defeat at the Battle of the White
Mountain in 1620, and some Slovak Protestants persisted with a Slovakized form of
literary Czech (bibličtina) until the beginning of the last century. When Ľudovít Štúr
(who was himself a Protestant in a heavily catholicized land) codified the language in
the 1840s, he based it on the central Slovak dialect, but also made some minor
concessions to Anton Bernolák’s earlier proposed standardization of the western
Slovak dialect. The new norm thus represented a sensible, but fairly conservative
compromise – it was morphologically and phonologically farther from literary Czech
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than Bernoláština, but it still bore a significant resemblance to East Moravian
dialects, in terms of its orthography, lexis and syntax.
The subsequent banning of Slovak from schools in Upper Hungary from the
mid-1870s retarded the economic, cultural and linguistic development of Slovak
speakers, with the result that, after 1918, Czechs were required to undertake much of
the educational and administrative reorganization in Slovakia. The already wellestablished asymmetrical relationship between Czech and Slovak was reinforced in
the twenties and thirties by the regulation of technical vocabulary, and by artificial
convergent and divergent tendencies in respect of Czech, sometimes at the expense
of correct usage. Czech linguists sought to direct the development of Slovak towards
the norms of Czech by promoting uniformity in the use of specialized terminology,
especially science and technology, whereas Slovak linguists expressed a range of
sometimes contradictory views.6 Aleš Brandner (2006), in his review of the book
Konvergence a divergence češtiny a slovenštiny v československém státě (The
Convergence and Divergence of Czech and Slovak in the Czechoslovak State), notes
that “Slovak purists advocated cleansing literary Slovak of Czech influences. Their
opponents, i.e. those in favour of a rapprochement between Czech and Slovak, split
into two camps: one comprising ‘Czechoslovakists’ (as conceived by the Czech
linguist V. Vážný), and a second whose principal representative had a background in
Slovak structuralism (Ĺ. Novák).”7
The required reorganization by the Czechs of Slovak education and other public
institutions was to some extent facilitated by the genetic proximity of Czech and
Slovak, but internal linguistic factors played a much less significant role in the
success of the restructuring of Slovak society than political decisions taken in
Prague. Amongst the most controversial legislative initiatives introduced in the First
Republic was the 1920 Language Law, which established ‘the Czechoslovak
language’ (jazyk československý) as ‘the official state language of the Republic’, as
spoken by the ‘Czechoslovak nation’ (národ československý), which comprised two
branches, Czech and Slovak.8 The law reflected the views of many influential Czech
scholars, but was never unequivocally endorsed by Slovaks. Weingart expressed the
opinion of Czechs rather than Slovaks when he wrote in 1918: “Slovak, even though
it has achieved the status of a literary language, is not, to put it bluntly, a separate
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Slavonic language, but just another, regional form of the joint Czechoslovak
language”.9 Attempts to define českoslovenština (the unified Czechoslovak language)
and to introduce it into the curriculum foundered, both because the differences
between spisovná čeština and spisovná slovenčina were too great to be glossed over,
and because in practice Slovaks were expected to demonstrate a better command of
Czech than vice versa.10 Although the two varieties of the language enjoyed de jure
parity in the First Republic, Czech was de facto the language of central
administration and state affairs.11
When asked in ‘Ceši a slovenština’ (September 2007) ‘What does the expression
českoslovenština mean?’, 549 (49%) of the informants replied that it meant nothing
to them, and 167 (15%) said that they did not know. Just 131 (12%) interpreted it
‘correctly’ as the idea of a single Czechoslovak language, while 253 (22%) selected
the option of code-mixing; i.e. Czech and Slovak combined (as typified by the
Czechs’ use of Slovak names for months when addressing a Slovak in Czech, or by
the Slovaks’ choice of, say, ‘housky’ [rolls] and ‘borůvky’ [blueberries] in preference
to ‘žemľy’ and ‘čučoriedky’, respectively, when shopping for food in the Czech
Republic), and 25 (2%) suggested an alternative explanation altogether. The
definitions offered by dictionaries from the First Republic and the Communist era
testify to the word’s chequered past and barely provide much clarification to the
uninitiated.

In Příruční

slovník jazyka českého, A–J (1935–1937:

315),

českoslovenština is defined as both ‘an older name for the joint literary language of
the Czechs, Moravians, Silesians and Hungarian Slovaks; Czech in a broader sense’,
with the Slovak variant českoslovenčina dismissed as ‘less correct’, and ‘now the
joint name of the Czechoslovak language, which has a literary Czech form and a
literary Slovak form’. By contrast, in Slovník spisovného jazyka českého, A–G (1989:
252), it is defined as ‘(formerly in the bourgeois nationalist conception) the single, in
reality non-existent, language of the Czechs and Slovaks in its dual literary, Czech
and Slovak, form’.
Slightly more of the informants – 450 (40%) – were prepared to select a
definition for the cultural-political concept čechoslovakismus (‘Czechoslovakism’),
but while 343 (30% of all those questioned) identified it as ‘the idea of the existence
of a unified Czechoslovak nation’, 100 (9%) interpreted it as ‘a word existing in
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Czech and Slovak’. Amongst the under-20s, just 17% chose the former definition,
whereas this figure rose to 37% in the 45–59 age range. In the First Republic, most
Czechs had readily embraced the notion of čechoslovakismus, which was
underpinned by Masaryk’s personal authority, although it was opposed by the Slovak
People’s Party, as well as by many of the Slovak intelligentsia. The very concept of
čechoslovakismus was predicated on the covert assumption that the Czechs and their
language were to play the leading role in the new state. As Holy (1996) has
remarked: “One of the most important functions of the ideology of Czechoslovakism
was to hide the fact that the Czechs considered Czechoslovakia their state and to
mask their dominant role in it by creating the illusion that it was both Czech and
Slovak.”12
What do the expressions českoslovenština and čechoslovakismus mean? (excluding ‘no replies’)

Nic = Nothing; Spojení slovenštiny s češtinou – Combination of Slovak and Czech; Představa o existenci jednotného čs. jazyka
– Idea of the existence of a unified Czechoslovak language; Jiná odpověď – Other reply; Slovo existující v češtině i slovenštině
– Word existing in both Czech and Slovak; Poznámka: zaokrouhlená procenta přesně neodpovídají uváděným číslům – Note:
the rounded-up percentages do not correspond exactly with the figures cited.

Even after the war, when the Košice Programme sought to create a unified state
of two equal peoples, and the notion of a Czechoslovak language was abandoned as a
bourgeois concept by the Communist authorities, Czech remained the dominant
language. Neither the Communists’ distinction between národy (‘nations’; i.e. the
Czechs and the Slovaks) and národnosti (‘nationalities’; ‘national’ ethnic minorities,
such as the Germans and Poles), nor the influx of Slovaks into the Czech-speaking
lands, had a major impact on the status of Slovak. In the early 1950s, several leading
Slovaks were denounced as ‘bourgeois nationalists’, irrespective of their political and
class credentials, primarily as a way of reinforcing the authority of the Communist
Party and seeking a scapegoat for Czechoslovakia’s economic failings, but also
perhaps to pre-empt Slovak separatist sentiment. The full extent of Slovak discontent
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only became clear in the 1960s, when Slovaks began to seek to redefine Czech–
Slovak relations, with a view to achieving a greater degree of self-determination.
Skilling (1976) has argued that during the Prague Spring, for the Slovak leadership
and public alike, democratization was always of secondary importance to the
question of equality.13 The federalization of Czechoslovakia in October 1968
theoretically accorded Slovakia considerably more autonomy, but within the rigid
constraints of central authority imposed under normalization. One of the expectations
of linguists at this time was that they would accentuate the mutual comprehensibility
of the two languages, rather than focusing on those areas of linguistic difference
which might pose difficulties.
Since 1990, Slovak has been the only officially recognized state language in
Slovakia, although Czech is allowed in contact with the Czech authorities, and
minorities are permitted to use their own language with the Slovak authorities where
they constitute more than 20% of the population in a given municipality. In 1995 and
1999, the Slovaks adopted two new language laws; the first, based on the 1990 law,
sought to reinforce the status of Slovak (vis-à-vis other languages, but Hungarian, in
particular), while the latter was introduced mainly to satisfy the minority languages
requirements of the European Union. 14 Despite the 1995 legislation, Czech maintains
a significant presence in Slovak media, the arts and higher education, and a broad
range of literature and other written materials continues to be available in Czech.
Slovak is similarly quite widely employed in the Czech Republic, especially on
television and radio, and in the workplace and shops, but Czechs cannot generally
claim the same exposure to the Slovak language and culture as the Slovaks have to
things Czech.15 The importance of socio-cultural knowledge in the ability to
understand a closely related language may not have always been accorded due
attention in the context of Czech–Slovak discourse, but it has been clearly illustrated
by Zeman (1997) in his comprehension test based on a Slovak TV show.16
While Slovak linguistic influence on Czech has not been as extensive as vice
versa, there are a number of phrases found in everyday Czech which are directly
attributable to Slovak. Musilová (2005) cites several examples of Slovakisms used in
the media, which are attested to by other Czechs, including nad ránem (= k ránu) (by
morning), and být na čele (= být v čele) (to be at the head [of]); dovolenka (=
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dovolená) (holiday) and rozlučka (= rozloučená) (farewell) (and their derivatives);
vlámat se (někam) (vloupat se) (to break in [somewhere]), and namyšlený (=
nafoukaný) (conceited).17 Yet, such is the proximity of Slovak to Czech that most
Slovaks appear largely unaware of the provenance of such expressions. Only 110
(10%) of the informants in ‘Ceši a slovenština’ acknowledged that they sometimes
employ Slovakisms, while 733 (65%) claimed not to use them at all, and a further
229 (20%) said that they use them, but just as a joke. The playfulness which
characterizes the attitude of some Czech speakers to the Slovak language is doubtless
meant affectionately, but it may also contribute to a more general perception that
Czechs do not always pay the linguistic and cultural traditions of their erstwhile
partner the respect which is merited.

Varieties of Czech and Slovak
Many languages have ‘standard’ forms which are acquired mainly through the
process of education, rather than as a natural unofficial (spoken) medium in the
home. In Czech, however, the differences between spisovná čeština and its widely
spoken form (běžně mluvený jazyk) are especially pronounced because the former
draws so heavily on much older – late 16th century – antecedents, which were
themselves informed by (sometimes obsolete) 14th century usage. The changes that
occurred in 15th century Czech likewise account for some of the discrepancies
between the standard forms of both Czech and Slovak to this day. Unlike Slovak,
Czech has a universally recognized macrodialect, obecná čeština, which has its
origins in central Bohemia, but is now spoken throughout Bohemia and western
Moravia. The use of obecná čeština is still spreading, mainly thanks to the spoken
media, but the language of television and radio is so diverse and contains so many
linguistic varieties that it is not possible to ascertain the extent to which it is
influencing the everyday language of Czech speakers in central and eastern Moravia
and Silesia.
Largely as a result of the success of obecná čeština, traditional dialects have now
all but disappeared in Bohemia, although they have thus far maintained a presence in
central and eastern Moravia and Silesia.18 Neustupný and Nekvapil (2003) identify a
dichotomy between the standard language and the common language in Bohemia and
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western Moravia, and between the standard language and the dialects of the rest of
Moravia and Silesia.19 In Slovakia, dialects continue to play a much more significant
role than in the Czech lands, and do not yet face a major challenge from any
macrodialects, although the importance of Bratislava inevitably means that its speech
has influenced the usage of innumerable Slovaks from outside the capital.
Diagrammatically, the language situation in the Czech Republic and Slovakia
can be summarized simplistically as follows:20

ČESKÁ REPUBLIKA = CZECH REPUBLIC; SLOVENSKO = SLOVAKIA; Kodifikované varianty = Codified varieties;
Spisovná čeština 21, zahrnující o něco více kolokviální, nepřesně definovanou mluvenou variantu hovorová čeština = Literary
Czech, including its slightly more colloquial but ill-defined spoken variant, colloquial Czech; Spisovná slovenčina = Literary
Slovak; Interdialekty = Macrodialects; Obecná čeština = Common (colloquial) Czech; Tradiční dialekty (a jejich skupiny) =
Traditional dialects (and dialect groups); České = Bohemian; severovýchodní, střední, jihozápadní, česko-moravské = Northeastern, Central, South-western, Czech-Moravian; Západoslovenské = Western Slovak; severní, jihovýchodní, jihozápadní =
Northern, South-eastern, South-western; Středomoravské (Hanácké) = Central Moravian (Hanák); Středoslovenské = Central
Slovak; severní, jižní = Northern, Southern; Východomoravské = Eastern Moravian; moravskoslovenské = Moravian-Slovak;
Východoslovenské = Eastern Slovak; jihozápadní, střední, východní = South-western, Central, Eastern; Slezské = Silesian;
lašskoslezské (slezskomoravské), slezskopolské = Lachian-Silesian (Silesian-Moravian), Silesian-Polish; Další skupiny = Other
groups; goralské, ukrajinské, maďarská oblast = Goral, Ukrainian, Hungarian area.

Of special interest, in the context of this paper, is eastern Moravia, which
consists of three dialectal sub-groups: Valašsko to the north (especially east of
Rožnov and Vsetín, and around the town of Valašské Klobouky); Moravské
Kopanice in northern Moravské Slovácko (comprising Starý Hrozenkov and
surrounding villages), and the rest of Moravské Slovácko to the south-west (i.e. the
sub-regions of Horňácko, Dolňácko and Podluží, and the district of Hodonín).22 In
several of the above locations the Moravian dialect at times becomes virtually
indistinguishable from the northern group of the western Slovak dialects (as spoken,
for example, in the districts of Senice and Skalica in the Trnava region, and Myjava,
Nové město nad Váhom, Ilava and Púchov in the Trenčín region).
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Amongst the similarities between the eastern Moravian dialects and the most
westerly Slovak dialects are the infinitive ending ‘–ť’ for ‘–t’ (in Valašsko and
Moravské Kopanice), the distinction between ‘l’ and ‘ł’ (in Valašsko, as well as
Silesia), the absence of the sound ‘ř’ (in Moravské Kopanice), the use of the first
person plural ‘–m’ for ‘–me’ (in Moravské Slovácko), and the absence of hard ‘–y’
(in Moravské Slovácko). Other notable morphophonemic differences from standard
Czech are the use of final ‘–ú’ for ‘–ou’, and the shortening of long vowels in
monosyllabic words; for example bit (to beat), dat (to give) and nama (us
[instrumental case, colloquial]).23
The phonological differences between Czech and Slovak can be represented as
part of a dialect continuum, using a commonly cited example for Czech, Dej mouku
ze mlýna na vozík (Put the flour from the mill on the handcart), as follows:24

Phonological differences between Czech and Slovak

Česká nářečí – Bohemian dialects; Středomoravská nářečí (hanáčtina) – Central-Moravian dialects (Hanák); Slezská nářečí –
Silesian dialects; Západoslovenská nářečí – Western Slovak dialects; Středoslovenská nářečí – Central Slovak dialects;
Východoslovenská nářečí – Eastern Slovak dialects; Slezskomoravské – Silesian-Moravian; S – N(orthern); Střed – Central; V
– E(astern); Východomoravské – Eastern Moravian; Jz – S(outh-)w(estern); Jv – S(outh-)e(astern); J – S(outhern).

Moravian dialects form a bridge between Czech and Slovak, which may
contribute significantly to Bohemians’ understanding of Slovak. Equally important in
terms of the development of Czech, as Bláha (2005) has stressed, is the fact that they
also prevent obecná čeština from becoming a Czech colloquial standard.25 While
most Czechs and Slovaks accept the geopolitical construct of the two nation states,
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and readily embrace the notion of language as the principal embodiment of their
differences, there is also a widespread recognition of the cultural and linguistic
similarities between the Moravians and Slovaks. Of the 589 informants who
expressed an opinion in ‘Ceši a slovenština’, 282 (48%) felt the differences between
eastern Moravian dialects and standard Czech to be greater than those between
standard eastern Moravian dialects and Slovak, while just seven more interviewees
(49%) considered the differences between eastern Moravian dialects and Slovak to
be definitely or probably greater than those between eastern Moravian dialects and
standard Czech.
In Prague, the south-west, the north-west and the north-east of Bohemia, most
people deemed the eastern Moravian dialects to be closer to Slovak than to Czech. In
much of Moravia, however, people tended to accentuate the similarities between
eastern Moravian dialects and standard Czech. A clear majority of the interviewees in
central-eastern/eastern Moravian and Moravian-Silesian cities such as Kroměříž,
Vsetín, Uherské Hradiště, Opava, Frýdek-Místek and Karviná, deemed eastern
Moravian dialects to be closer to their national language than to Slovak. In the border
town of Hodonín, 14 out of 20 (70%) of those who held a view, said that the
differences between eastern Moravian dialects and Slovak are either definitely or
probably greater than those between eastern Moravian dialects and standard Czech.
The tendency of Bohemians to concede the similarities between eastern
Moravian dialects and Slovak, and of the central-eastern/eastern Moravians to stress
their linguistic ties to the standard form of their mother tongue, is one of the most
consistent findings to emerge from the data. It suggests, on the one hand, the extent
to which Bohemians differentiate between traditional eastern Moravian dialects and
the standard literary language, and on the other, the strength of the desire on the part
of people from central-eastern/eastern Moravia to affirm their Czechness. Given the
importance of language as a marker of national identity in the Czech Republic, it is
perhaps inevitable that eastern Moravians should wish to understate the relative
proximity of their speech styles to Slovak, irrespective of their affection for the
Slovak people. It is also very much in the interest of Slovak policy makers, both in
line with and as a way of influencing public opinion, to promote the linguistic
differences between all forms of Czech and standard Slovak.
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Defining the status of Slovak
A Eurobarometer poll found that 60% of Czechs aged 15 and over were capable of
holding a conversation in a foreign language, while, according to other European
Union data, 29% could speak two foreign languages.26 Unfortunately, the poll only
cited percentages for the three most widely spoken languages – German (31%),
English (24%) and Russian (19%) – and both studies excluded reference to Slovak
altogether. Although this omission may allow for greater objectivity in evaluating the
success of foreign language instruction, it arguably has the effect of misrepresenting
the Czechs’ linguistic skills and, more problematically, leaves the status of Slovak
undefined.27 The Slovaks’ decision to recognize Czech as a ‘foreign’ language, which
was presumably not without ideological motivation, has the opposite effect – it
overstates the language competences of Slovak citizens, and fails to acknowledge the
degree of mutual intelligibility of the two tongues. Whether or not Czech and Slovak
are regarded as distinct languages or as dialects of the same language inevitably
depends on how the terms ‘dialect’ and ‘language’ are interpreted. The distinction
between the two concepts is probably more a reflection of interrelated ethnic and
regional stereotypes, based on historical and sociocultural traditions, than of purely
linguistic differences.
According to the international standard for language codes (ISO 639–3),
published on 5 February 2007, the following criteria apply to the classification of
languages:

• Two related varieties are normally considered varieties of the same
language if speakers of each variety have inherent understanding of the
other variety (that is, can understand based on knowledge of their own
variety without needing to learn the other variety) at a functional level.
• Where spoken intelligibility between varieties is marginal, the existence of
a common literature or of a common ethnolinguistic identity with a central
variety that both understand can be strong indicators that they should
nevertheless be considered varieties of the same language.
• Where there is enough intelligibility between varieties to enable
communication, the existence of well-established distinct ethnolinguistic
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identities can be a strong indicator that they should nevertheless be
considered to be different languages.28

Based on the first criterion, Czech and Slovak may be regarded as varieties of
the same language, since, as shown in ‘Perceptions’, speakers of one national idiom
have an inherent understanding of the other, which is rarely, if ever, acquired through
classroom instruction. It has been estimated that around 80% of commonly used
lexical items in Czech and Slovak are identical or easily recognizable.29 The
comprehensibility of individual words and collocations depends, of course, on
various factors, including their ‘literariness’ (spisovnost), their stylistic and semantic
functions, and the context in which they are employed. Hauser (1980) identifies six
lexical ‘layers’: A. word classes based on the extent to which terms belong to nonliterary usage (words from obecná čeština, regionalisms, dialectalisms), 2. social
differences (slang, argot); B. word classes according to stylistic indications: 1.
colloquialisms, 2. bookish words, 3. technical terms, 4. poetisms; C. word classes
according to temporal indications: 1. obsolete words, 2. new words (neologisms); D
expressive word classes; E. foreign word classes; F. rare word classes.30 Commonly
used literary expressions are, as a rule, more accessible than regionalisms and
dialectalisms or functionally and stylistically limited terms, but some colloquial
Moravianisms (such as dědina [village] and hody [feast]) have equivalents in Slovak.
The phonological differences between Czech and Slovak do not generally represent a
barrier to comprehension, and the morphological variations are regular enough to be
easily assimilated. However, while the two tongues are very close in their
vocabulary, phonology, structure and form, and have a considerable body of shared
literature, they do not enjoy a common ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety
of language. Therefore, according to the third criterion above, they should be treated
as discrete languages, rather than as dialects of the same language.
It goes without saying that no attempt to classify languages and dialects is
sensitive enough to take into account all the factors influencing individual knowledge
of and attitudes to a genetically related foreign language, but the role of
ethnolinguistic identity, reinforced by language legislation, may be more important
than the mutual comprehensibility of two dialects. The Swedes, Norwegians and
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Danes (especially the Swedes and Norwegians) understand each other well, but
Swedish, Norwegian and Danish are recognized as separate languages, even though
the dialects of eastern Denmark have much in common with the dialects of southern
Sweden, bokmål (the more popular of the two official varieties of Norwegian) is
heavily influenced by literary Danish, and nynorsk (or new Norwegian) resembles
the dialects of western Sweden.31 Until the break-up of Yugoslavia in the 1990s, most
Serbian linguists regarded Serbo-Croat as the united language of Serbs, Croats,
Bosniaks and Montenegrins (cf. československý jazyk), whereas Croats opposed the
notion of the ‘Croato-Serbian’ language and promoted the ijekav dialect. Nowadays,
the existence of Serbian and Croatian as the official languages of independent states
is taken for granted by virtually all the citizens of the former Yugoslavia.32
The difficulty of defining the status of Slovak is compounded by a number of
factors. First, many Czechs brought up before 1993 still feel that Slovak contributed
significantly to the notion of ‘Czechoslovak’ nationhood, and therefore forms part of
a collective identity (even if the two peoples have moved apart, and Slovaks have
been more inclined to accentuate the distinctness of their mother tongue and ethnic
traditions in recent years). Historically, there are many factors which unite the two
peoples. Slovakia was part of Great Moravia (from 830 to the early 10th century); the
Czechs contributed hugely to Slovak linguistic and socioeconomic development;
leading Slovaks, such as Pavel Jozef Šafárik and Jan Kollar, played a major role in
the Czech National Revival; Czech and Slovak legionaries fought alongside each
other prior to the foundation of the First Republic in 1918, and Czechs and Slovaks
coexisted in the same state without major conflict for most of the twentieth century.
According to two surveys for CVVM conducted in November 2006 and December
2007, 34% of Czechs still remain actively opposed to the division of Czechoslovakia
in 1993, and 47% believe that the division of the country was not necessary.33 The
fact that so many Czechs continue to question the rationale for and legitimacy of the
separation is perhaps the clearest indication that Slovakia cannot yet be regarded as
an altogether ‘foreign’ country in the conventional sense of the term.
Second, a large number of Czechs have close kinship ties and other personal
connections with Slovakia. Of the 1,126 Czechs interviewed in ‘Ceši a slovenština’,
198 (17%) said that they have Slovak relatives, and 473 (42%) mentioned having
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Slovak acquaintances (známí), compared with just 13% who reckon to have no
contact with Slovaks. This strong sense of affinity is also confirmed by opinion polls,
in which Slovakia is consistently identified as the Czechs’ favourite ‘foreign’
country, and the Slovaks themselves are specified as the Czechs’ preferred ‘foreign’
nation.34 In ‘Perceptions’, 36% of the informants cited Slovak as the language to
which they relate most positively, and a further 11% identified it as their second
choice.35 Over half (51%) of those in the 45–59 year age range named Slovak as the
language for which they feel greatest affection, although this figure declines to 17%
amongst the 15–29 year-olds.

To which two languages do you relate most positively and negatively? [‘Perceptions’]

Kladné odpovědi – Positive replies; Záporné odpovědi – Negative replies; První jazyk – First language; Druhý jazyk – Second
language; slovenština – Slovak; polština – Polish; ruština – Russian; angličtina – English; francouzština – French; němčina –
German; neevropský jazyk – non-European language; jiný neslovanský jazyk – other non-Slavonic language; Tabulka
nezahrnuje řadu menších jazyků a nezřetelných odpovědí – The table excludes a number of smaller languages and noncommittal responses.

Third, the proximity of Slovak lexis, morphology and phonology to Czech has
tended to encourage Czechs to address Slovaks in their own language, and vice
versa. In view of the fact that Czechs do not need to speak Slovak to make
themselves understood, most people never develop active communication skills in
Slovak. The structural and genetic similarities between the two languages are
indisputable, with 95% of all informants in ‘Ceši a slovenština’ agreeing that they are
“very close” or “quite close”, but, in reality, relatively few speakers can claim full
bilingualism. Czechs rarely feel it incumbent on themselves to make significant
linguistic accommodation when speaking to Slovaks, and nor is such accommodation
expected of or by most Slovak speakers. An exception may be made when addressing
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small children or relatives, but even in such cases use of the mother tongue tends to
predominate, with concessions generally confined to lexical items. The reluctance to
make mistakes may be a major factor in speakers’ decision to stick to their mother
tongue, especially where they recognize that their over-dependence on interlanguage
analogy may result in child-like over-generalizations and the bastardization of the
other language. However, it has been suggested that the situation may now be
changing amongst Czechs resident in Slovakia and Slovaks living in the Czech
Republic, with more people actively switching to the host language, perhaps as a
result of increasing awareness of the sensitivities of national identity, and because of
the rather more mundane practical desire not to stand out.36
Fourth, middle-aged Czechs, in particular, may have a tendency to underplay the
extent to which their own familiarity with Slovak is the product of exposure over a
sustained period. While Slovak may never have enjoyed the same prestige in the
Czech-speaking lands as Czech did in Slovakia, under socialism school pupils were
expected to read a little in the language, and the broadcast media were required to
employ Slovak-speaking journalists, commentators and continuity announcers.
Czechs of different generations still remember with great affection the individualistic
sports commentaries of Gabo Zelenay and, more recently, Karol Polák, as well as
Slovak television dramas and Slovak actors on Monday evenings. The author of this
article has also been reminded by an anonymous peer reviewer that before 1989, due
to the uneven censorship policies, certain books were available only in Slovak, and
some semi-prohibited Czech and foreign writers were even published in Slovakia.
Ordinary people also came into contact with Slovak through holidays, work, military
service, and various forms of artistic expression. There is no longer a systematic
policy to promote Slovak, despite its continued use in the spoken media and in
inscriptions on a wide variety of Czech-made products (often alongside Czech and
other languages). Czech basic and secondary schools offer no formal instruction in
Slovak, even though around 200,000 Slovaks (and many more Slovak-speaking
Roma) currently live in the Czech Republic, and Slovak students frequently attend
Czech universities.37
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Some qualitative aspects of Czech–Slovak discourse
The quality of Czech–Slovak communication varies according to the participants
involved and the context and theme of the discourse, and it may include considerable
code-mixing, but it would be fair to characterize it as functionally efficient. Einar
Haugen’s (1966) term ‘semicommunication’ has been aptly applied to the kind of
mutual understanding that prevails between Czech and Slovak speakers.38 The closer
the contact between speakers and the longer the period Czechs and Slovaks have
spent in each other’s country, the greater their tendency to switch to the host
language. However, the lack of necessity for such a change means that language use
remains largely a matter of personal choice, and some speakers never make the
transition from one tongue to the other.
Of the 781 informants who expressed a firm view on the respective skills of the
Czechs and Slovaks in each other’s language in ‘Ceši a slovenština’, 109 (14%) felt
that Czechs speak better Slovak, 230 (30%) said that Slovaks speak better Czech, and
442 (57%) thought their language competences roughly comparable. The probability
is that, as a percentage of the population of each country, there are more Slovaks who
speak better Czech than vice versa, if only by dint of their greater exposure to the
language through residency in the Czech Republic, the mass media and the arts, and
a variety of written texts. Nevertheless, the differences may not be particularly great,
and are blurred by the tendency of many speakers to communicate in their own
tongue, unless strictly required to switch languages.
Despite the constraints on Slovak language acquisition, Slovak remains the
‘foreign’ language best known to Czechs by some margin. According to
‘Perceptions’, 21% of the interviewees understand and speak [it] very well, 40%
understand and speak [it], but not very well, and 29% understand [it] well, but have
difficulty speaking [it]. Slovak is the only ‘foreign’ language where the number of
speakers with a good active knowledge exceeds 8% in any age group or 7% across
the full age range.
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How well do you know foreign languages? (%) [‘Perceptions’]

Rozumí i hovoří velmi dobře = velmi dobrá aktivní znalost – Understands and speaks very well = very good active knowledge;
Rozumí i hovoří, ale ne moc dobře = dost dobrá aktivní znalost – Understands and speaks, but not very well = quite good active
knowledge; Dobře rozumí, hovoří jen s obtížemi = pasivní znalost – Understands well, but speaks with difficulty = passive
knowledge; Neovládá – Doesn’t have a knowledge; Neví – Doesn’t know; slovenština – Slovak; angličtina – English; ruština –
Russian; němčina – German; romština – Romany; francouzština – French; španělština – Spanish; italština – Italian; jiný
slovanský jazyk – other Slavonic language; jiný neevropský jazyk – other non-European language.

The percentage of speakers claiming active skills in Slovak rose from 12% in
Tejnor’s 1971 survey to 61% in 2005 (compared with a rise in English from 4% to
22%). Over 90% of the informants in ‘Perceptions’ said that they have at least a
passive knowledge of Slovak, compared with 24% in the case of other Slavonic
languages (especially Polish).

How well do you know foreign languages? (%)

Jazyk – Language; Aktivní znalost – Active knowledge; Pasivní znalost – Passive knowledge; slovenština – Slovak; ruština –
Russian; němčina – German; angličtina – English; francouzština – French; jiné jazyky – other languages (jiný slovanský jazyk –
other Slavonic language).

Czechs aged between 30 and 59 have the highest level of proficiency in Slovak,
while the under 20 year-olds and over 60 year-olds have the lowest level of
competence in the language. The large number of Czechs in their sixties who claim
only a passive grasp of Slovak – 36% – reflects the status of Slovak in the Czechspeaking lands until 1968, while the decline in knowledge amongst the younger
generation is directly attributable to the post-Communist partition of Czechoslovakia.
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Only 10% of the informants in the 15–19 age range claimed fluency in Slovak, while
31% asserted (more than a little implausibly) that they do not know the language at
all. Fewer than half the youngest interviewees (41%) have an active command of
Slovak, compared with 74% of the 45–59 year-olds.

How well do you know foreign languages? – Slovak [‘Perceptions’] (%)

věk – age; velmi dobře – very well; dost dobře – quite well; pasivně – passively; vůbec ne – not at all; neví – doesn’t know.

Over three-quarters (75%) of those interviewed in ‘Ceši a slovenština’ (including
66% of the 15–29 age range) felt that the younger generation as a whole understands
Slovak less well than their counterparts ten years ago, while just 1% maintains that
there has been an improvement in their comprehension. The desirability of
addressing this decline is now widely acknowledged, and several small-scale
educational initiatives have been implemented in order to establish closer contacts
between Czech and Slovak schoolchildren, including a project in Zlín, part-funded
by the European Union.39 However, there is no strong consensus that Slovak should
be introduced as part of their school curriculum. Only 30% of the informants in ‘Ceši
a slovenština’ felt that Czech schoolchildren should probably or definitely be taught
Slovak, compared with 53% who said that they should not be taught it (including
57% of 15–29 year-olds).
Even in the case of such closely related languages as Czech and Slovak,
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occasional passive contact with the spoken language does not seem by itself to be
sufficient to overcome the perception of a communication barrier emanating from the
use of different morphophonemic codes. As Nábělková (2007) emphasizes:

Linguistic affinity does not appear to guarantee automatic perceptive
openness towards the other language. In this respect, perceptive
bilingualism, which had been regarded so natural that it was even
considered bilingualism by the language users in the Czech–Slovak
territory […], now appears to be considered a specific ability due to its
recent (either actual, presupposed, or declared) absence on the Czech
side.40

The deterioration in Slovak language comprehension is not, however, confined
to the under-30s. Just 15% of all the interviewees in ‘Ceši a slovenština’ consider that
they understand Slovak better than ten years ago, while 44% say that their
understanding is worse. Amongst the over-60s, 52% claim to be experiencing greater
difficulties, compared with a mere 7% who feel that their receptive competence has
improved. Even in the 30–44 and 45–59 age ranges, the strong consensus is that they
do not understand the language as well as a decade earlier. The 20–29 year-olds are
more evenly divided on this question, with 27% identifying an improvement, and
38% recording a deterioration. Inevitably, the 15–19 year-olds generally understand
Slovak better now, because they were very young children ten years ago.

Do you understand Slovak better or worse than ten years ago? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Všichni – All; Rozhodně lépe – Definitely better; Spíše lépe – Probably better; Rozhodně hůře – Definitely worse; Spíše hůře –
Probably worse; Jiná odpověď – Other reply; Neví – Doesn’t know.
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Active skills in Slovak have likewise deteriorated in all age groups. When asked
whether they speak more or less Slovak than ten years ago, only 4% of the
informants said more, while 30% replied less. Rather fewer people – 22% – said that
they speak the language worse than they used to, with 7% maintaining that they
speak it better. However, if the 15–29 year-olds are excluded (on the grounds of their
age ten years ago) this figure falls to around 3%. Tellingly, in response to both
questions, over half the informants said that they have never spoken Slovak, thereby
undermining the notion that after 1968 most people achieved at least some degree of
active bilingualism.41
Do you speak Slovak more often or less often than ten years ago? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Všichni – All; Rozhodně častěji – Definitely more often; Spíše častěji – Probably more often; Rozhodně méně často –
Definitely less often; Spíše méně často – Probably less often; Nikdy slovensky nemluvil(a) – Never spoke Slovak; Jiná
odpověď – Other reply; Neví – Doesn’t know.

Do you speak Slovak better or worse than ten years ago? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Všichni – All; Rozhodně lépe – Definitely better; Spíše lépe – Probably better; Rozhodně hůře – Definitely worse; Spíše hůře –
Probably worse; Nikdy slovensky nemluvil(a) – Never spoke Slovak; Jiná odpověď – Other reply; Neví – Doesn’t know.

Some contextual aspects of Czech–Slovak discourse
Although Slovakia remains the second most popular foreign tourist destination after
Croatia, and the second biggest trading partner after Germany, Dickins’ data confirm
that most Czechs have limited recourse to the Slovak language.42 Only 8% of the
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informants in ‘Perceptions’ said that they talk or write to people in Slovak on a daily
or weekly basis, while even fewer – 5% – admitted to using Slovak every week at
work. Just 4% of those questioned had spent a month or more in Slovakia – the same
percentage as for Britain, and well below the figure of 7% for Germany. While half
the interviewees watch or listen to foreign language broadcast media, only 18% tune
into Slovak stations once a week or more (compared with 19% in the case of
German). Very few Czechs claim to speak Slovak at home (in the Czech Republic)
with family members – 2% in ‘Perceptions’, out of a total of 13% of all informants
who assert that they use at least one foreign language in their own home. This figure
of 2% may, of course, significantly under-represent the actual amount of Slovak
influence on everyday language use in homes where there is at least one Slovakspeaking adult, but may at the same time testify to a large amount of generational
language switching in families with Slovak roots.

Do you speak a language other than Czech at home with your family? [‘Perceptions’]

První jazyk – First language; Druhý jazyk – Second language; Třetí jazyk – Third language; slovenština – Slovak; polština –
Polish; jiný slovanský jazyk – other Slavonic language; angličtina – English; němčina – German; jiný neslovanský evropský
jazyk – other non-Slavonic European language; jako celek – in total.

According to ‘Ceši a slovenština’, 63% of Czechs who have Slovak relatives
stick largely to their own language, while 8% speak mainly Slovak, and the language
of over a quarter is either characterized by code-mixing or changes depending on
circumstances. In the 45–59 age range, the number of speakers who adhere primarily
to Czech declines to 46%, but amongst the 15–29 year-olds, it rises to 75%. Not only
do Czechs aged between 45 and 59 have the best knowledge of Slovak, but Slovaks
in the same age group also feel most at ease with Czech, as evidenced by the fact that
only just over half – 54% – generally use Slovak with their Czech relatives. Overall,
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68% of the informants said that their Slovak relatives usually respond to them in
Slovak, as opposed to 10% whose relatives reply principally in Czech.

How do you speak to Slovak relatives? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Všichni – All; Hlavně česky – Mainly Czech; Hlavně slovensky – Mainly Slovak; Někdy česky, jindy slovensky – Sometimes
Czech, sometimes Slovak; Přechází mezi češtinou a slovenštinou – Switches between Czech and Slovak; Jiná odpověď – Other
reply.

How do your Slovak relatives respond? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Všichni – All; Hlavně česky – Mainly Czech; Hlavně slovensky – Mainly Slovak; Někdy česky, jindy slovensky – Sometimes
Czech, sometimes Slovak; Přechází mezi češtinou a slovenštinou – Switches between Czech and Slovak; Jiná odpověď – Other
reply; Věk se zde vztahuje na české respondenty, ne na jejich příbuzné – Refers here to the age of the Czech informants, not to
the age of their relatives.

Overall, Czechs make fewer linguistic concessions to Slovak acquaintances than
to Slovak relatives, with 73% speaking mainly Czech. Not surprisingly, Slovak
acquaintances (who in many cases are resident in the Czech Republic) are somewhat
more inclined to use Czech, although the informants claim that 66% still prefer to
respond to them in Slovak. There are no significant differences in usage in terms of
sex, geography or even education, but the over-60s are the most inclined to switch to
Slovak, perhaps because they perceive a greater need to do so with their
interlocutors.
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How do you speak to Slovak acquaintances, and how do they reply? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Všichni – All; Hlavně česky – Mainly Czech; Hlavně slovensky – Mainly Slovak; Někdy česky, jindy slovensky – Sometimes
Czech, sometimes Slovak; Přechází mezi češtinou a slovenštinou – Switches between Czech and Slovak; Jiná odpověď – Other
reply.

In conversations with Slovak strangers anywhere outside Slovakia, a similar
picture emerges, with 73% of Czechs preferring to use their own language, and just
2% generally switching to Slovak. Amongst the 788 informants (70%) who spend
time in Slovakia, 593 (75%) speak mainly Czech when they are there, while 169
(21%) mix languages or alternate between the two, and 22 (3%) opt predominantly
for Slovak. People’s level of education says more about the likelihood of their
travelling to Slovakia than it does about their language choice, with 47% of the least
well educated claiming that they never go there. Graduates are the most likely to visit
Slovakia, but 93 of the 122 (76% of the total) who do so speak mainly Czech,
compared with 219 of the 305 (72%) who have incomplete secondary education. Age
is again the most important determinant of language use. Of the 201 interviewees
aged 15–19 who travel to Slovakia, 83% generally speak Czech, in contrast to the
72% of 45–59 year-olds who usually employ their own language.

How do you speak to other Slovaks? [‘Ceši a slovenština’]

Mluví na Slovensku se Slováky – Speaks with Slovaks in Slovakia; Hlavně česky – Mainly Czech; Hlavně slovensky – Mainly
Slovak; Někdy česky, jindy slovensky – Sometimes Czech, sometimes Slovak; Přechází mezi češtinou a slovenštinou –
Switches between Czech and Slovak; Nejezdí na Slovensko – Doesn’t go to Slovakia; Jiná odpověď – Other reply; Neví –
Doesn’t know; Pozn.: a. (Neúplné) základní, b. Střední bez maturity, c. Střední s maturitou, d. VOŠ, Bakalářské a VŠ – Note: a.
(Incomplete) basic, b. Secondary (without A level equivalent), c. Secondary (with A level equivalent), d. Tertiary secondary
school, Bachelor’s degree and HE.
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Conclusion
The literary Czech and Slovak languages have coexisted for a long time without
much overt antipathy between their speakers, notwithstanding the fact Czech has
consistently exerted a greater influence, and still continues to exert a greater
influence, on Slovak than vice versa. Whereas the Czechs have always taken the
supremacy of their language as axiomatic, the Slovaks have increasingly sought to
define their mother tongue in opposition to the Czech literary language. The
asymmetrical relationship between the languages made sense and served a purpose
while the threat of Magyarization persisted, but it reached a point of logical absurdity
with the introduction of českoslovenština in the First Republic. Implicit in the
promotion of českoslovenština was the assumption that Czech would function as the
umbrella language or Dachsprache for both the Czechs and the Slovaks,43 while the
Slovaks would adopt a kind of ‘interlanguage’, which would make significantly
greater concessions to literary Czech than were generally acceptable to the Slovakspeaking population. Although the policy has to be seen both in the context of the
Czechs’ role in restructuring Slovakia in the interwar period and pragmatic
geopolitical considerations (especially the desire to present a united front to the
outside world), its effect in Slovakia was inevitably to reinforce the impression of
cultural and linguistic subordination. Slovak was regarded by the Czechs as a kind of
heteronomous language (effectively a dialect of Czech) in all matters relating to
affairs of the state. While Slovak is now universally recognized in the Czech and
Slovak Republics to be an autonomous, fully-fledged language (or Ausbausprache),
both in terms of its social functions and its structural characteristics, Slovaks usually
still have greater recourse to Czech than vice versa. The range of lexical items and
other linguistic properties directly attributable to Czech has not diminished
significantly as a result of the break-up of Czechoslovakia on 1 January 1993.
Between the late 1960s and the early 1990s there may have been a tendency to
overstate the extent to which the shared features of Czech and Slovak effectively
guaranteed functional bilingualism in the other language, and at the same time to
understate the role played by people’s regular exposure to the language and culture of
their neighbour. It seems likely that some older Czechs now have an exaggerated
view of the degree of their active communicative competence in Slovak in the past,
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but they are probably not wrong in their impression that there has been an overall
decline in people’s knowledge of the language in the last decade. The postCommunist generation (whose contact with Slovak varies widely according to
personal circumstances) may be more reliant than their elders on context to
disambiguate meaning, but their receptive skills are almost certainly better than they
would generally acknowledge. The proximity of eastern Moravian dialects to western
Slovak dialects, coupled with the tendency of standard Slovak to lean more towards
the norms of the west of the country than to the east, ensures that the literary
language remains broadly comprehensible to all Czech speakers, except perhaps to
very young children. The reluctance of Czechs of all ages to speak Slovak has a
deeper psycholinguistic dimension, which reflects their perception that they can
communicate more effectively, and in some cases more authoritatively, if they stick
largely to their own language. Even Czechs who have Slovak relatives are more
inclined to opt for their mother tongue than to switch to Slovak.
The research analysed in this article has provided a statistical basis for
substantiating a number of commonly held assumptions about Czech–Slovak
linguistic relations (for example, that very few Czechs speak Slovak even when they
go to Slovakia, or that Czechs remain well disposed to the Slovaks and their
language). More importantly perhaps, it has shed further light on the difficulty of
defining the status of two closely related contact languages, previously spoken by
members of the principal indigenous populations of the same country (from 1918 to
1938 and 1945 to 1992), where one language has for centuries enjoyed a
disproportionate prestige. The single most important finding to emerge from this
study may be that just over half of the largest ‘ethnic’ group in the Czech Republic –
the Bohemians – consider the differences between eastern Moravian dialects and
standard Czech to be greater than those between eastern Moravian dialects and
‘standard’ Slovak. The fact that it is the speech of parts of Moravian-Silesia, within
fifty kilometres of the Slovak border, which is felt to approximate most closely to the
morphology of written Czech, suggests both the relative correspondence between
spisovná čeština and spisovná slovenčina, and also the extent of the differences that
exist between spisovná čeština and obecná čeština.
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1

Gratitude goes to the British Academy, which funded the surveys, and to Jiří Vinopal, who formatted
the questionnaire and organized the collection of data. ‘Perceptions’ interviewed a cross-section of
283 informants, aged 15 and over, from 31 October to 7 November 2005, while ‘Ceši a slovenština’
drew on a representative sample of 1,126 informants in the same age range from 3 to 10 September
2007.
2
See [Tejnor 1971] and [Tejnor et al. 1972: 185–201]; see also [Key Data …], [Europeans and
Languages …] and [Europeans and their Languages…].
3
For an overview of research relating to Czech–Slovak relations, see, for example, [Sloboda 2004:
208–220].
4
[Berger 2003: 19–39].
5
Written Slovak can be traced back to the fourteenth century, but usage was not standardized, with
the result that educated Slovaks generally gave preference to a Slovakized form of Czech (when not
using Latin).
6
See [Gramma 2006].
7
[Brandner 2006], see [Lipowski 2005].
8
See, for example, Ottův slovník naučný nové doby: Dodátky k velikému ottovu slovníku. Br–Dej
(1998: 1170–1172).
9
[Weingart 1932].
10
See [Šmejkalová 2005: 32–47].
11
See [Berger 2003: 24].
12
[Holý 1996].
13
[Skilling 1976: 241–244].
14
See [Daftary, Gál 2000].
15
In a famous case, Slovak Television (STV) was fined 20,000 Slovak Crowns for broadcasting the
Czech puppet show, Spejbl and Hurvínek, in Czech, in contravention of the 2005 Language Law,
which states that films for children up to 12 years of age must be dubbed in Slovak.
16
[Zeman 1997: 182–186].
17
[Musilová 2005].
18
Note that parts of western and south-western Bohemia (including the city of Pilsen and the west of
the district of Pracheňsko) retain some distinctive dialectal features.
19
[Neústupný, Nekvapil 2003: 181–366].
20
For more information on Slovak dialects, see [Stolc 1968].
21
‘Spisovný jazyk’ is defined in Masarykův slovník naučný, R–S (1932: 852) as “the form of
language in which imaginative and scientific literature are written, which is used in schools and
offices, and in press releases, and which is spoken by the educated classes in communication”, but a
more detailed discussion of this would need to take into account the theory of language culture
(jazyková kultura). See [Havránek, Weingart 1932] and [Šlosar, Večerka, Dvořák, Malčík 2009].
22
See [Bělič 1972].
23
See, for example, [Krčmová 1996: 119–128].
24
See, for example, [Kuldanová 2003]. Note that the use of the post-vocalic epenthetic ‘e’ is subject
to variation in all forms of Czech and Slovak.
25
[Bláha 2005: 293–299].
26
See [Europeans and Languages: 3] and [Znalost cizích …].
27
If Eurobarometer never acknowledged the mutual comprehensibility of ‘genetically’ related
languages, the uncertain status of Slovak would not merit consideration, but in the Eurobarometer
polls states themselves define what is and is not a foreign language.
28
[Scope of denotation …].
29
See [Zeman 1997: 1650–1655].
30
[Hauser 1980: 18–58].
31
See, for example, [Haugen 1987: 157–179].
32
See, for example, [Greenberg 2004].
33
[Škodová 2006] and [Tabery 2008].
34
See, for example, [Vztah k zahraničí …] and [Škodová 2009].
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35

Second choices give a less accurate indication of attitudes, since 29% of the informants offered no
response. The ‘valid percentage’, indicated in the table, is considerably higher, as it omits those who
did not reply.
36
Private email correspondence with Miriam Margala, resulting from a general posting to
SEELANGS: Slavic & East European Languages and Literatures list, <SEELANGS@BAMA.UA.E
DU>, 22/07/2008.
37
According to the 2001 Census, the number of Slovaks living in the Czech Republic was 193,190,
although 239,355 people claimed Slovak as their mother tongue. The only Slovak-medium basic
school, in Karviná, closed in 2000. See [Štráfeldová 2001].
38
[Haugen 1966: 922–935], see [Budovičová 1987: 49–66] and [Budovičová 1988: 45–54].
39
See [Pastuszkova 2007].
40
[Nábělková 2007: 53–73].
41
The number claiming never to have spoken Slovak decreased from 61% to 54% in response to the
question ‘Do you speak Slovak better or worse than ten years ago?’, but this may be accounted for by
the increase in the ‘Other replies’ and ‘Don’t knows’.
42
[Dickins 2009].
43
See [Kloss 1967: 29–41].
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